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Date: AUG 122013
Los Angeles City Council
Room 395, City Hall
200 North Spring Street, Room 410
Los Angeles, California 90012

Attention: Sharon Gin, Legislative Assistant
Planning and Land Use Management Committee

CASE NUMBER: CHC-2013-1551-HCM
APPROVAL OF EXPANSION OF HISTORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT
#80 (PALM COURT) TO INCLUDE ALEXANDRIA HOTEL AND ADDITIONS
501 S. SPRING STREET

At the Cultural Heritage Cornrnlsslon meeting of August 1, 2013, the Commission moved to include the above property in
the list of Historic-Cultural Monument, subject to adoption by the City Council.

As required under the provisions of Section 22.171.10 of the Los Angeles Administrative Code, the Commission has
solicited opinions and information from the office of the Council District in which the site is located and from any
Department or Bureau of the city whose operations may be affected by the designation of such site as a Historic-Cultural
Monument. Such desiqnation in and of itself has no fiscal impact. Future applications for permits may cause minimal
administrative costs.

The City Council, according to the guidelines set forth in Section 22.171 of the Los Angeles Administrative Code, shall act
on the proposed inclusion to the list within 90' days of the Council or Commission action, whichever first occurs. By
resolution, the Council may extend the period for good cause for an additional 15 days.

The Cultural Heritage Commission would appreciate your inclusion of the subject modification to the list of Historic-
Cultural Monuments upon adoption by the City Council.

The above Cultural Heritage Commission action was taken by the following vote:

Moved:
Seconded:
Ayes:
Absent:

Commissioner Kennard
Commissioner Louie
Commissioner Barron
Commissioners Hamacher and Scott

Fely C.

Vote: 3-0

Attachment: Application

c: Counci,lm~f:(1b:e:t!~<?:.~e:Huizar,Fourteen Council District
C~els,Ei~,.~pi!~i.9Q~~~i \,
Nick filadlm 1,.,1"'" '". ". . ,

Ruben Islas ,'I' l'!i"'GIS ..1~'I·"~~' i ~':A\~'~'.

: .~'.
I ...

Alexandria Housing Partners, LP
Yacoobian Enterprises, Inc.
Mitzi March Mogul
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Chelsea Building LLC
550 S. Hill Street, Ste. 980
Los Angeles, CA 90013

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

Alexandria Housing Partners, LP
PO Box 880367
San Diego, CA 92108

Nick Hadim
6009 Washington Boulevard
Culver City, CA 90232

Yacoobian Enterprises, Inc.
501 S. Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90013

Ruben Islas, President & CEO
PO Box 880367
San Diego, CA 92168

CASE NUMBER: CHC-2013-1551-HCM
APPROVAL OF EXPANSION OF HISTORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT
#80 (PALM COURT) TO INCLUDE ALEXANDRIA HOTEL AND ADDITIONS
501 S. SPRING STREET

As you will note from the attached copy of our communication to the Los Angeles City Council, the
Cultural Heritage Commission has moved to include the above-referenced property in the list of Historic-
Cultural monuments, subject to adoption by the City Cbuncil.

In due course, our transmittal will be given a council file number and will be referred to the Council's
Planning and Land Use Management Committee for review and recommendation. If you are interested in
attending the Council Committee meeting, you should call Sharon Gin at (213) 978-1074 for information
as to the time and place of the Committee and City Council meetings regarding this matter. Please give
Ms. Gin at least one week from the date of this letter to schedule this item on the Committee Agenda
before you call her.
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The above Cultural Heritage Commission action was taken by the following vote:

Moved:
Seconded:
Ayes:
Absent:

Commissioner Kennard
Commissioner Louie
Commissioner Barron
Commissioners Hamacher and Scott '

'. \.

Vote: 3-0

Fely . Pin I, Commission Executive Assistant
Cultural Heritage Commission

Attachment: Application

c: Councilmember Jose Huizar, Fourteen Council District
Mitzi March Mogul
GIS

',',
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FINDINGS

1) The building "embodies the distinguishing characteristics of an architectural type
specimen, inherently valuable for a study of a period style or method of construction" as
an example of the Beaux-Arts style.

2) The building is associated with a master builder, designer, or architect, as a work by the
noted architect John Parkinson of Parkinson & Parkinson.

3) The property reflects "the broad cultural, economic, or social history of the nation, State
or community" for its association with the development of downtown Los Angeles in the
early twentieth-century.

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT ("CEQA") FINDINGS

The Commission hereby recommends that Council find the proposed designation of the
Alexandria Hotel properties as a Historic-Cultural Monument to be exempt from further analysis
under the California Environmental Quality Act pursuant to Title 14 of the California Code of
Regulations, Sections 15308 (Class 8) and 15331 (Class 31).

SUMMARY

Built in 1905 with additions in 1906 and 1911, this eight-story and twelve-story hotel building
exhibits character-defining features of Beaux Arts style architecture. Located at the intersection
of 5th Street and Spring Street in Downtown, the main subject building is rectangular in plan and
has a flat roof. The primary elevations are arranged in the classical base-shaft-capital
composition. The flat roof is lined with a decorative balustrade cornice. The primary facades are
clad in terra cotta and stone. The street level storefronts and mezzanine are altered. A large
blade sign is located at the intersection of the main elevations and spells "Alexandria Hotel."
The exterior features decorative stone work, egg and dart stringcourse, keystone medallions,
cast stone chimeras, and fire escapes. Windows are sash and fixed pane with some bay
window configurations. Some significant interior elements include decorative ceilings, finishes,
metal railings, and marble floors,

The proposed Alexandria Hotel historic monument was designed by noted architect John
Parkinson (1861-1935) who would later establish the firm of Parkinson & Parkinson. As one of
the most successful architecture firms in early 20th century Los Angeles, this firm is responsible
for the design of several Historic-Cultural Monuments (HCMs) such as City Hall (HCM #150;
1928), Union Station (HCM #101; 1939), and Bullocks Wilshire (HCM #56; 1929).

Additions to the original main subject building consist of an undifferentiated expansion added in
1906 on the 5th Street elevation. Designed by Parkinson, this seamless addition was built on a
different parcel owned by a separate property owner. In 1911, the twelve-story addition
(referred to as the "annex") was built adjacent to the main hotel building on Spring Street.
Owing to disagreements among the property owners in 1939, the 5th Street addition was sealed
off and isolated from the rest of the Alexandria Hotel.

In 1971, the Cultural Heritage Board (now Cultural Heritage Commission) designated the
Alexandria Hotel's Palm Court (formerly the Franco-Italian Dining Salon) as Historic-Cultural
Monument #80, one of the few "interior-only" designations in the City's roster of HCMs.

CRITERIA
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The criterion is the Cultural Heritage Ordinance which defines a historical or cultural monument
as any site (including significant trees or other plant life located thereon) building or structure of
particular historic or cultural significance to the City of Los Angeles, such as historic structures
or sites in which the broad cultural, economic, or social history of the nation, State or community
is reflected or exemplified, or which are identified with historic personages or with important
events in the main currents of national, State or local history or which embody the distinguishing
characteristics of an architectural type specimen, inherently valuable for a study of a period style
or method of construction, or a notable work of a master builder, designer or architect whose
individual genius influenced his age.

DISCUSSION

The Alexandria Hotel, Annex, and Addition successfully meets three of the specified Historic-
Cultural Monument criteria: 1) "embodies the distinguishing characteristics of an architectural
type specimen, inherently valuable for a study of a period style or method of construction," 2)
reflects "the broad cultural, economic, or social history of the nation, State or community," and
3) is associated with a master builder, designer, or architect. As one of the first luxury hotels
built in the burgeoning financial and entertainment district of early twentieth-century downtown
Los Angeles, the Alexandria Hotel building, designed by famed architect John Parkinson in the
Beaux-arts style, qualifies for designation as a Historic-Cultural Monument based on the above
criteria.

The subject building exhibits distinctive features of the neoclassical Beaux-Arts architectural
style, such as symmetrical facades, three-part vertical organization, a glazed terracotta facade,
and classical details. As the work of renowned architect John Parkinson, who built several other
iconic buildings in downtown Los Angeles, it qualifies as the work of a "master builder, designer,
or architect." The construction of the subject building also reflects the early zo" century
development of Downtown and specifically the Spring Street financial and commercial district.

BACKGROUND

At its meeting on June 6, 2013, the Cultural Heritage Commission voted to take the application
under consideration. On July 18, 2013, a subcommittee of the Cultural Heritage Commission
toured the subject property.

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT ("CEQA") REVIEW

State of California CEQA Guidelines, Article 19, Section 15308, Class 8 "consists of actions
taken by regulatory agencies, as authorized by state or local ordinance, to assure the
maintenance, restoration, enhancement, or protection of the environment where the regulatory
process involves procedures for protection of the environment"

State of California CEQA Guidelines Article 19, Section 15331, Class 31 "consists of projects
limited to maintenance, repair, stabilization, rehabilitation, restoration, preservation,
conservation or reconstruction of historical resources in a manner consistent with the Secretary
of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for
Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic buildings."

The expanded designation of the Alexandria Hotel, Annex and Addition as a Historic-Cultural
Monument in accordance with Chapter 9, Article 1, of The City of Los Angeles Administrative
Code ("LAAC") will ensure that future construction activities involving the subject property are
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regulated in accordance with Section 22.171.14 of the LAAC. The purpose of the designation is
to prevent significant impacts to a Historic-Cultural Monument through the application of the
standards set forth in the LAAC. Without the regulation imposed by way of the pending
designation, the historic significance and integrity of the subject property could be lost through
incompatible alterations and new construction and the demolition of irreplaceable historic
structures. The Secretary of the Interior's Standards of Rehabilitation are expressly
incorporated into the LAAC and provide standards concerning the historically appropriate
construction activities which will ensure the continued preservation of the subject property.

The use of Categorical Exemption Class 8 in connection with the proposed designation is
consistent with the goals of maintaining, restoring, enhancing, and protecting the environment
through the imposition of regulations designed to prevent the degradation of Historic-Cultural
Monuments.

The use of Categorical Exemption Class 31 in connection with the proposed designation is
consistent with the goals relating to the preservation, rehabilitation, restoration and
reconstruction of Historic buildings in a manner consistent with the Secretary of the Interior's
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving Rehabilitating,
Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic Buildings.



Los Angeles Department of City Planning
RECOMMENDATION REPORT

CULTURAL HERITAGE COMMISSION CASE NO.: CHC-2013-1551-HCM
ENV -2013-1552-CE

HEARING DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

June 6,2013
10:00 AM
City Hall, Room 1010
200 N. Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA
90012

Location: 501 S. Spring Street
Council District: 14
Community Plan Area: Central City
Area Planning Commission: Central
Neighborhood Council: Downtown Los Angeles
Legal Description: Lot A and B of Tract
.Resubdivision of a Portion of Block 13 of Ord's
Survey and Lot 6 and 7 of Tract Subdivision of the
North Part of Block 13 of Ord's Survey

PROJECT: Historic-Cultural Monument Application for the
APP.ROVAL OF EXPANSION OF HISTO.RIC-CULTU.RAL
MONUMENT #80 (PALM COU.RT) TO INCLUDE ALEXAND.RIA
HOTEL AND ADDITIONS

REQUEST: Declare the property a Historic-Cultural Monument

OWNERS: Chelsea Building LLC
550 S. Hill Street Ste 980
Los Angeles, CA 90013

Nick Hadim
6009 Washington Blvd.
Culver City, CA 90232

Alexandria Housing Partners, LP
PO Box 880367
San Diego, CA 92108

Yacoobian Enterprises, Inc.
501 S. Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90013

APPLICANTI
OWNER'S
REPRESENTATIVE:

Mitzi March Mogul
1725 Wellington Road
Los Angeles, CA 90019

RECOMMENDATION That the Cultural Heritage Commission:

1. Take the property under consideration as a Historic-Cultural Monument per Los
Angeles Administrative Code Chapter 9, Division 22, Article 1, Section 22.171.10
because the application and accompanying photo documentation suggest the submittal
may warrant further investigation.

2. Adopt the report findings.

MICHAEL J. LOG.RANDE
Director of Planning
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~~
Ken Bernstein, AICP, Manager
Office of Historic Resources

~~~~
Edgar Gar la~nner
Office of Historic Resources

Attachments: Historic-Cultural Monument Application
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SUMMARY

Built in 1905 with additions in 1906 and 1911, this eight-story and twelve-story hotel building
-------exhibits character-defining features of Beaux Arts style architecture. Located at the intersection

of 5th Street and Spring Street in Downtown, the main subject building is rectangular in plan and
has a flat roof. The primary elevations are arranged in the classical base-shaft-capital
composition. The flat roof is lined with a decorative balustrade cornice. The primary facades are
clad in terra cotta and stone. The street level storefronts and mezzanine are altered. A large
blade sign is located at the intersection of the main elevations and spells "Alexandria Hotel."
The exterior features decorative stone work, egg and dart stringcourse, keystone medallions,
cast stone chimeras, and fire escapes. Windows are sash and fixed pane with some bay
window configurations. Some significant interior elements include decorative ceilings, finishes,
metal railings, and marble floors.

The proposed Alexandria: Hotel historic monument was designed by noted architect John
Parkinson (1861-1935) who would later establish the firm of Parkinson & Parkinson. As one of
the most successful architecture firms in early 20th century Los Angeles, this firm is responsible
for the design of several Historic-Cultural Monuments (HCMs) such as City Hall (HCM #150;
1928), Union Station (HCM #101; 1939), and Bullocks Wilshire (HCM #56; 1929).

Additions to the original main subject building consist of an undifferentiated expansion added in
1906 on the 5th Street elevation. Designed by Parkinson, this seamless addition was built on a
different parcel owned by a separate property owner. In 1911, the twelve-story addition
(referred to as the "annex") was built adjacent to the main hotel building on Spring Street.
Owing to disagreements among the property owners in 1939, the 5th Street addition was sealed
off and isolated from the rest of the Alexandria Hotel.

In 1971, the Cultural Heritage Board (now Cultural Heritage Commission) designated the
Alexandria Hotel's Palm Court (formerly the Franco-Italian Dining Salon) as Historic-Cultural
Monument #80, one of the few "interior-only" designations in the City's roster of HCMs.

CRITERIA

The criterion is the Cultural Heritage Ordinance which defines a historical or cultural monument
as any site (including significant trees or other plant life located thereon) building or structure of
particular historic or cultural significance to the City of Los Angeles, such as historic structures
or sites in which the broad cultural, economic, or social history of the nation, State or community
is reflected or exemplified, or which are identified with historic personages or with important
events in the main currents of national, State or local history or which embody the distinguishing
characteristics of an architectural type specimen, inherently valuable for a study of a period style
or method of construction, or a notable work of a master builder, designer or architect whose
individual genius influenced his age.

FINDINGS

Based on the facts set forth in the summary and application, the Commission determines that
the application is complete and that the property may be significant enough to warrant further
investigation as a potential Historic-Cultural Monument.



CITY OF I-OS ANGEI-ES

SllGNIFIC.ANC.E WORK SHEET

TYPE OR HAK'D PRINT IN ALL CAPITAL BLOCK LETTERS

Complete One or Both of the Upper and Lower Portions of 17JisPage

TIm A_L_EXA__ N_D_R_IA_H_O_T_E_L_A_N_D_A_L_E_XA_N_D_R:=-IA-:=A_D.;.;...D_I_T_IO_N ts AN TMPORTANT EXAMPLF.OF
NAME OF PROPOSED MOJ:.1JMENT

_____________ --=B:.=E::..cA=-=.U.:...:X:..:..A-=-R.:...:T-=:S'-- ARCIIiTECTURE
ARCIllTECTL"RAI. STYlE (SEE I.Il\"E 8)

ANT) MEF.TS THE CULTURAl. HF.RITAGF. ORDINANCE HF.CAUSF. OF TIfF. HTGH QUAT.TTY OF ITS DF.SIGN AND THE RETENTION

. OF ITS ORIGINAL FORM, DETAlllNG AND INTEGRITY.

THE A_L_E_XA_N_D_R_IA_H_O_TE_L_A_N_D_A_LE_XA_N_D_R_IA_A_D_D_IT_IO_N WAS BUILT IN __ 1_9_0_5-_1_91_1__
I'AMF. OF PROPOSED MO:IDMRNT YEAR BUI1:r

___________ A_L_E_XA_N_D_R_IA_H_O_T_E_L WAS IMPORTANT TO THE
l\AMF. UF FIRST UR SIGNlFTCANT OTF!F.R

DF.VRtOPMENT OF IDS ANGF.l.F.S HRCAUSF.lt was the most elaborate hotel in the city and was the social

and business center; everyone from U.S. Presidents, captains of industry, entertainment ~gures, and the fashionable

stayed or visited there. Its construction reflected a transition in commercial development as the city's financial center

shifted to Spring st. and Broadway was becoming the entertainment center, and it became a Iynchpin in the growth 0"

both streets. It is also an excellent example of the early work of noted architect John Parkinson as well as his

partnership with architect Edwin Bergstrom.

HISTORlC-CULTURAL MONUMENT
ACCIII"J'oi1,.,1I.1



HISTOR1C~CULTURAL MONUMENT

ApPLICATION

TYPE OR HAI\"D PRINT IN ALL CAPITAL BLOCK LETTERS

IDENTIFIC:A TloN

1. NAME OF PROPOSED MONUMENT A_L_E_XA_N_D_R_IA_H_O_T_E_L_A_N_D_A_L_EXAN__ D_R_IA_AD_D_IT_IO_N _

2. STREET ADDRF.5S __ =-21.:..:8:..-W:...:..:..-.5:::.:th::.:...:.::S..::t.,!...::5::..:0=-:.1-..::S:.=-.-=S.c:.pn:..:o·n..;.o9L;;S::..:t:.!...,=20.::..6=--=21.:...:6=-W~. 5::.;th:::.:-:::Sc..::t..!...,5::...1:..=5c....:S=.-=:S=p.:..::;rin:..:.>g"-S::.;t:.:.... _

CTTY =L""'O""S'-"A..=N..:.;G=E""LEo:::.S""-- 7.TT' COOF. _---"9:..=0..::0..::..13"--_COUNClT, DISTRICT __ .........!.:14I.......__

3. ASSESSOR'S PARCEl. NO. 5149-034=011 (5th st. Add), 5149-034-006 (Main bldg), 5149-034-005 (Spring st. Annex)

4. COMPLETE LEGAl DESCRIPTION: TRACT Re-Subdivision of portion of Block 13, Ord's Survey

BLOCK 1.;..;3"---'- LOT(S) ARB. NO. _

5. RANGE OF ADDRESSES ON PROPERTY 5.-:.O_1.-:.S_. _Sp!..-n_·n-"g~2_0_6~, 2.-:.1_0..:.,. _2_12""::'.-:.2.-:.1_4::....;' 2.-:.1.-:.6_W~. 5.-:.th~ _

6. PRESENT OWNER Chelsea Building LLC (5th St) and Buxbaum/Amerland Group (Main bldg and Spring St. Annex)
t!./o t-lLc..1I(.. \...J.A'i:.\~

STRF.F.TADDRESS (4 00c,. WM""'\l~G.:\:O~ ~L-IoJ~. SEC ATTACHED
<!.ul-lJe il. c..\.\:''i ~ 0 l.=!o 2-

CITY 1:08 ANSELES STATE CA ZIP cona PHONE (~._--:- _

OWNER IS: PRIVATE There are 3 parcels. 2 owners PUBLIC _

7. PRESENT USE __ H_O_T_E_L_R_E_S_I_D_E_N_C_E_A_N_D_R_E_T_A_IL__ ORIGINAL USE -'Ho...:.O=T-'-'E=L::.A:...!N::...:.D=-=S:.:.,H:..=O::.:..P-=S'---__

DESCRIPTION

8.ARcrnTE~s~ ~8=E=A~U=X~A~R~TS=- _
(SEE STILE GUIDEi

9. STATEPRESENT PHYSICAl DESCRIPTION OF TIIE SITE OR STRUCTURE (SEE OPTIONAL DECRIPTION WORK. SHEET)

The nomination is for three buildings built separately but which fonn a complex. Two of those are owned by by one

entity, the third is owned separately by a second entity. The Main building is situated at the south west corner of

Spring Street and 5th Street. The second structure (Addition) was built as an extension immediately to the west at

218 W. 5th Street Those two structures are almost identical in (height, materials, design) as they were originally

intended to to be "read" as one. The third buildling (Annex) was built several years later and differs in its architect-

ural design, height, etc. Although there have been alterations to all the buildings over the years and are presently

under differing ownerships. they still appear from the exterior to be a single unit. Buildings 1 and 3 are still

connected inside. The upper floors of building 2 are presently inaccessible as it was built without stairs or elevator.

HISTORlC-CULTURAl MONUMENT
,..DDllr ""1""\""



HISTORUC ..CULTURAL MONUMENT

ApPLICATION

NAME of PROPOSED MOIiIiIUMENT ALEXANDRIA HOTEL AND ALEXANDRIA ADDITION

10. CONSTRUC110N DATE: FACTUAl. 1_9_0_5-_1_9_1_1 F.5nMATP.D _

11. ARCHTTF.CT, DRSTGNF.R, OR RNGTNF.F.R JOHN PARKINSON AND EDWIN BERGSTROM

12. CONTRACTOR OR OnTER HUTTDER J. HILL. ROBERT R. ROWAN. ALBERT C. BILICKE

13. DATES OF ENCLOSED PIlOTOGRAPHS EXCEPT FOR HISTORIC, ALL PHOTOS TAKEN SINCE JANUARY 1, 2013
(8X10 BtACK AND WHlTF. (il.()SSY)

14. CONDITION: C EXCEILENT ~GOOD CFAlR C DETERIORATED CI NO LONGER IN EXISTENCE

15. AlTERATIONS Although there have been many alterations to all three structures, they still retain many character-

defining features sufficient for the buildings to retain integrity and to convey their story. Changes include store-

fronts, removal of orig. signage, terra-cotta finials along parapet, infill of mezzanine, construction of interior walls

(non load-bearing), platforms and drop ceilings. Many of the alterations are reversible.

16. THREATS TO SITE: iZ NONE KNOWN 0 PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT DVANDALISM 0 PUBliC WORKS PROJECf

o ZONING [d onTER _

17. IS THE STRUCTURE: 10ON ITS ORIGINAL SITE C; MOVED 0 UNKNOWN

SIGNIFICANCE

18. BRIEF STATE HISTORICAL AND/OR ARCHITECTURAL IMPORTANC'E: INCLUDE DATES, EVENTS, AND PERSON ASSOCIATED

WITH THE SITE (SEE OPTIONAl. SIGNIFICANCE WORK SIlEET)

Rowan and Bilicke were both leading businessmen when they partnered to build what was planned to be the

largest hotel ever built, fire and earthquake proof and it included many new amenities. Its opening in 1906 was

highly anticipated and became a social hub immediately. Architect Parkinson was also a leader in his profession

and his association with the property continued for many years. The hotel was built in three stages as property wa

leased (not purchased), building regulations changed, and funds became available. The Palm Court is HCM #80.

19. SOURCES (T.TSTBUUKS, [)UL1JMF.NTS, SURVEYS, PF,RWNAT. T:ITF.RV1F.WS W'lTH DATF$) LOS ANGELES TIMES, DEPT. OF BLDG &

SAFETY, ANCESTRY. COM, LA COUNTY TAX ASSESSOR, PARKINSON ARCHIVES, LA CENTRAl. LIBRARY

LOS ANGELES OFFICE OF HISTORIC RESOURCES

20. DATE FORM PREPARED ---"O:..;.4:...::/O:.;:c5=/2:.;:.O.,;..;13=-- PREPARER·S NAME __ -'M=I'-'-T""'ZI'-'M~A-'!R...!-'C~H~M_'='O""G""'U:!:L__

ORGANIZATION Historic Preservation Consultant STREET ADDRESS 1725 Welllin!:1l:onRoad

OTY =LO.::=..::..S..:-A;:...N:...::G:..::E=L=E=SSTATE CA ZIP CODE 90019 PHONE (323) 734-9980

HISTORlC-CUL11.IRAL MONUMENT
ACt;ll''''A"T1f''''1''''



DESCRIPTION WORK SHEET

TYPF. OR HAl\O PRINT IN AU. CAPITAl. Bl.OCK T.F.TTF.RS

ALEXANDRIA HOTEL AND ALEXANDRIA ADDITION 8-12THE -,--_-= IS A "-'-:::.- __ -STORY,
~AMF. OF PROPO$£) MO~n:\ffiN1' NtIMflP.R OF STORTF$

_________ B~E~A_U_X__A~R~T__S E_-_s_ha~p_e_d_&_L_-_S_ha~p_e_d__ ~G3~..~;PLAN H_o~w~I~~_s~id~e~nc~e~,~~~m=i~l__
ARC:HITF.CTIJR.AT. :ITYl.£ (Sr.F. l.lNF. II ABOVE) PU.K SHAPE (Click to See Chart] STRUCTIffiF. l:SF. (RF.~IDENC:F., FTC.)

stone. stucco, brick. and terra cotta SAMEWlTH A -=-__ -'-_-'- ~ FfNlSH AND -:-::=:::-c:--:-==="-"c',,-===---:c::-:-:- TRIM.
1lATERiAl (WOOD ~LIDING, WOOD ~Hl."\lGLES.BRICK. ::.11.1CCO,ETC.) M..mRlAl (WOOD • .:IdET.-U.. ETC.)

IT'S flat BROOF TS concrete . w__o_o_d__a.:.:..n__d....:m.:.:.:.:..et__a..:..l.:..:,fr..:..a__m;:,:e:....-_
ROOF .SHAPE (Click to See Chart) MATERIAL (CLAY TILE. ASPHALT OR WOOU SHIl'GlES, ETC.j WINUOW J\1ATERlAI.

______ -:--....---.,-.,---s-a..,..s-h-a __n=-d.,...fix-e,...d....,p..,..a-n:-:e---.,---..,..,.--,.,----- -:--WINDOWS ARE PART OF THE DE:SIGN.
WINDOW TYPE [DOl"BLE-HUNG (SUDES UP & DOWN), CA.SE\4ENT (OPENS OUT), HoRIZONn\l SUDIX'G, ETC.}

TIlE ENTRY FEATURES A __ T...;h-'.,;e::.:,r..:,e__a__r.:;;..e....:s..:.e..;..ve-=:r:-=a,.:,1=e7nt:':-r7-:an=ces=':::w~h=ich=in~c=l-=ud=e=re...;ce==s=sed=,=o=-1l:':_-=ce=nt.::.=::e:::r.::-:a::.;n.:..:.d=.....:.di:.:.,re::.,c:..:t..:,fr:..:o:.:.,m:.:....::s.=.tr.=.e;::,et=--_
DOOR lOCATIO!' (RF.t.t:SSF.O. t.t:NTF.RF.£), OFF"("'F.NrnR, CORNF.R. F.TC.)

_S_e_v_e_ra_1d_o_o_r_s--,ty<-:I::-:es=,:::n-:o-:n-:e::-0-:c:f:::w::::h,....i_ch_a_re_o_ri""gi...,.n_a_I---J[!l DOOR. ADDmONAL CHARACTER DEFINING ELEMENTS
F.l\"TRY nOOR STYI.F. (Click to See Chart1

OF THE STRUCTURE· ARE Original features include the basic floor plan, keystone medallians, cast stone chimeras at
IDENTIFY ORIGINAL FEAnmES s'Cm AS PORCHE.'l (SEE CHART); BAL('.o)llE.~; )ltJ.:MBER.AND SHAPE OF DORMERS (Click to See Chart)

l't:MBER AND LOCATION OF CHIMNEYS; SHUTIERS; SECONDARY FINISH .MATERIALS;P.ARAI'ETS; METAL TRIM; DECORATIVE TIll! OR c.'\ST STONE; ARCHES;

intervals, egg and dart stringcourse, fenestrations at upper levels, bay windows, fire escapes, original materials

ORNAMENTAL WOODWORK; SYMMETRY OR _m'M:\lE'JRY; CORNICES, FRIEZES, TOWERS OR TURRETs; BAY Wl."lDOWS; HAlFTL\lBERlNG; HORIZO"'TALLY;

VERTICAUY; FORMA1.ITV OR lNFORMAT.ITV; GARDENWAT.TS, F.TC.

SECONDARY BI!JIl.rm>JGll:...Q;~iISI.iOF A -:- --;;==~-;;-:-:-:;;-:N"'/A==-::==-=cc--------__
lDF.N1TFY GARAGF.; GARDEN SlTF.!.TF.R, nrc,

SIGNIFICANT INTERIOR SPA('''ESINnUDE The most intact interior space is the Palm Court dining room (HeM #80). Other
IDF.NTIFY ORIGINAL FEATURES seen _~s woon l'ANF.!.lNG; MOU)lKGS A1\'1) TRIM, SPF.Cl~1. GlASS WI1\,{)OWS,

extant features include ornate decorative moldings, coffered ceiling, wood, marble,mosaic.terrazzo and tile floors,
ORNATE CEIlINGS; PLAl>'TERMOIDIX'G~: UGHT FlXl1JRE.S, P.AINTED DECORAl'lON, CERAAllC TIME: STAIR BALUSTRADE!;; BUll.T-IN FURNlTI.1!E, ETC.

staircases with cast-iron banisters and oak handrails

.-------~~~-------------------------------IMPORTANT lANDSC.APING l)1CUJDE..'i --;;::==7.::=-;;:;-:--;7,;;::;:N:;;O-;;:N;::E::::;:-=-;::;:=::-- _
IDEKI1FY NOTABLE MATI.1!E TREES AND SHRl'BS

HISTORlC-CUIJ1JRAl. MONUMENT
ADbIII""ATlrU,.



los Angeles Department of City PlannintTEM l
RECOMMENDATION REPORT

CULTURAL HERiTAGE COMMISSION CASE NO.: CHC-2013-1551-HCM
ENV-2013-1552-CE

HEARING DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

August 1, 2013
10:00 AM
City Hall, Room 1010
200 N. Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA
90012

Location: 501 S. Spring Street
Council District: 14
Community Plan Area: Central City
Area Planning Commission: Central
Neighborhood Council: Downtown Los Angeles
Legal Description: Lot A and B of Tract
Resubdivision of a Portion of Block 13 of Ord's
Survey and Lot 6 and 7 of Tract Subdivision of the
North part of Block 13 of Ord's Survey

PROJECT: . Historic-Cultural Monument Application for the
APPROVAL OF EXPANSION OF HISTORIC-CULTURAL
MONUMENT #80 (PALM COURT) TO INCLUDE ALEXANDRIA
HOTEL AND ADDITIONS

REQUEST: Declare the property a Historic-Cultural Monument

OWNERS: Chelsea Building LLC
550 S. Hill Street Ste 980
Los Angeles, CA 90013

Nick Hadim
6009 Washington Blvd.
Culver City, CA 90232

Alexandria Housing Partners, LP
PO Box 880367
San Diego, CA 92108

Yacoobian Enterprises, Inc.
501 S. Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90013

APPLICANTI
OWNER'S
REPRESENTATIVE:

Mitzi March Mogul
1725 Wellington Road
Los Angeles, CA 90019

RECOMMENDATION That the Cultural Heritage Commission:

1. Declare the properties a Historic-Cultural Monument per Los Angeles Administrative
Code Chapter 9, Division 22, Article 1, Section 22.171.7 and expand the existing scope
of the current designation.

Lambert M. Giessinger, Preservation Architect
Office of Historic Resources
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Attachments: Historic-Cultural Monument Application
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Los Angeles Department of City Planning
RECOMMENDATION REPORT

CULTURAL HERITAGE COMMISSION CASE NO.: CHC-2013-1551-HCM
ENV -2013-1552-C E

HEARING DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

August 1, 2013
10:00 AM
City Hall, Room 1010
200 N. Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA
90012

Location: 501 S. Spring Street
Council District: 14
Community Plan Area: Central City
Area Planning Commission: Central
Neighborhood Council: Downtown Los Angeles
Legal Description: Lot A and B of Tract
Resubdivision of a Portion of Block 13 of Ord's
Survey and Lot 6 and 7 of Tract Subdivision of the
North Part of Block 13 of Ord's Survey

PROJECT: . Historic-Cultural Monument Application for the
APPROVAL OF EXPANSION OF HISTORIC-CULTURAL
MONUMENT #80 (PALM COURT) TO INCLUDE ALEXANDRIA
HOTEL AND ADDITIONS

REQUEST: Declare the property a Historic-Cultural Monument

OWNERS: Chelsea Building LLC
550 S. Hill Street Ste 980
Los Angeles, CA 90013

Nick Hadim
6009 Washington Blvd.
Culver City, CA 90232

Alexandria Housing Partners, LP
PO Box 880367
San Diego, CA 92108

Yacoobian Enterprises, Inc.
501 S. Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90013

APPLICANT!
OWNER'S
REPRESENTATIVE:

Mitzi March Mogul
1725 Wellington Road
Los Angeles, CA 90019

RECOMMENDATION That the Cultural Heritage Commission:

1. Declare the properties a Historic-Cultural Monument per Los Angeles Administrative
Code Chapter 9, Division 22, Article 1, Section 22.171.7 and expand the existing scope
of the current designation.

Lambert M. Giessinger, Preservation Architect
Office of Historic Resources
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FINDINGS

1) The building "embodies the distinguishing characteristics of an architectural type
specimen, inherently valuable for a study of a period style or method of construction" as
an example of the Beaux-Arts style.

2) The building is associated with a master builder, designer, or architect, as a work by the
noted architect John Parkinson of Parkinson & Parkinson.

3) The property reflects "the broad cultural, economic, or social history of the nation, State
or community" for its association with the development of downtown Los Angeles in the
early twentieth-century.

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT ("CEQA") FINDINGS

The Commission hereby recommends that Council find the proposed designation of the
Alexandria Hotel properties as a Historic-Cultural Monument to be exempt from further analysis
under the California Environmental Quality Act pursuant to Title 14 of the California Code of
Regulations, Sections 15308 (Class 8) and 15331 (Class 31).

SUMMARY

Built in 1905 with additions in 1906 and 1911, this eight-story and twelve-story hotel building
exhibits character-defining features of Beaux Arts style architecture. Located at the intersection
of 5th Street and Spring Street in Downtown, the main subject building is rectangular in plan and
has a flat roof. The primary elevations are arranged in the classical base-shaft-capital
composition. The flat roof is lined with a decorative balustrade cornice. The primary facades are
clad in terra cotta and stone. The street level storefronts and mezzanine are altered. A large
blade sign is located at the intersection of the main elevations and spells "Alexandria Hotel."
The exterior features decorative stone work, egg and dart stringcourse, keystone medallions,
cast stone chimeras, and fire escapes. Windows are sash and fixed pane with some bay
window configurations. Some significant interior elements include decorative ceilings, finishes,
metal railings, and marble floors .

. The proposed Alexandria Hotel historic monument was designed by noted architect John
Parkinson (1861-1935) who would later establish the firm of Parkinson & Parkinson. As one of
the most successful architecture firms in early zo" century Los Angeles, this firm is responsible
for the design of several Historic-Cultural Monuments (HCMs) such as City Hall (HCM #150;
1928), Union Station (HCM #101; 1939), and Bullocks Wilshire (HCM #56; 1929).

Additions to the original main subject building consist of an undifferentiated expansion added in
1906 on the 5th Street elevation. Designed by Parkinson, this seamless addition was built on a
different parcel owned by a separate property owner. In 1911, the twelve-story addition
(referred to as the "annex") was built adjacent to the main hotel building on Spring Street.
Owing to disagreements among the property owners in 1939, the 5th Street addition was sealed
off and isolated from the rest of the Alexandria Hotel.

In 1971, the Cultural Heritage Board (now Cultural Heritage Commission) designated the
Alexandria Hotel's Palm Court (formerly the Franco-Italian Dining Salon) as Historic-Cultural
Monument #80, one of the few "interior-only" designations in the City's roster of HCMs.

CRITERIA
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The criterion is the Cultural Heritage Ordinance which defines a historical or cultural monument
as any site (including significant trees or other plant life located thereon) building or structure of
particular historic or cultural significance to the City of Los Angeles, such as historic structures
or sites in which the broad cultural, economic, or social history of the nation, State or community
is reflected or exemplified, or which are identified with historic personages or with important
events in the main currents of national, State or local history or which embody the distinguishing
characteristics of an architectural type specimen, inherently valuable for a study of a period style
or method of construction, or a notable work of a master builder, designer or architect whose
individual genius influenced his age.

DISCUSSION

The Alexandria Hotel, Annex, and Addition successfully meets three of the specified Historic-
Cultural Monument criteria: 1) "embodies the distinguishing characteristics of an architectural
type specimen, inherently valuable for a study of a period style or method of construction," 2)
reflects "the broad cultural, economic, or social history of the nation, State or community," and
3) is associated with a master builder, designer, or architect. As one of the first luxury hotels
built in the burgeoning financial and entertainment district of early twentieth-century downtown
Los Angeles, the Alexandria Hotel building, designed by famed architect John Parkinson in the
Beaux-arts style, qualifies for designation as a Historic-Cultural Monument based on the above
criteria.

The subject building exhibits distinctive features of the neoclassical Beaux-Arts architectural
style, such as symmetrical facades, three-part vertical organization, a glazed terracotta facade,
and classical details. As the work of renowned architect John Parkinson, who built several other
iconic buildings in downtown Los Angeles, it qualifies as the work of a "master builder, designer,
or architect." The construction of the subject building also reflects the early zo" century
development of Downtown and specifically the Spring Street financial and commercial district.

BACKGROUND

At its meeting on June 6, 2013, the Cultural Heritage Commission voted to take the application
under consideration. On July 18, 2013, a subcommittee of the Cultural Heritage Commission
toured the subject property.

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT ("CEQA") REVIEW

State of California CEOA Guidelines, Article 19, Section 15308, Class 8 "consists of actions
taken by regulatory agencies, as authorized by state or local ordinance, to assure the
maintenance, restoration, enhancement, or protection of the environment where the regulatory
process involves procedures for protection of the environment."

State of California CEOA Guidelines Article 19, Section 15331, Class 31 "consists of projects
limited to maintenance, repair, stabilization, rehabilitation, restoration, preservation,
conservation or reconstruction of historical resources in a manner consistent with the Secretary
of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for
Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic buildings."

The expanded designation of the Alexandria Hotel, Annex and Addition as a Historic-Cultural
Monument in accordance with Chapter 9, Article 1, of The City of Los Angeles Administrative
Code ("LAAC") will ensure that future construction activities involving the subject property are
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regulated in accordance with Section 22.171.14 of the LAAC. The purpose of the designation is
to prevent significant impacts to a Historic-Cultural Monument through the application of the
standards set forth in the LAAC. Without the regulation imposed by way of the pending
designation, the historic significance and integrity of the subject property could be lost through
incompatible alterations and new construction and the demolition of irreplaceable historic
structures. The Secretary of the Interior's Standards of Rehabilitation are expressly
incorporated into the LAAC and provide standards concerning the historically appropriate
construction activities which will ensure the continued preservation of the subject property.

The use of Categorical Exemption Class 8 in connection with the proposed designation is
consistent with the goals of maintaining, restoring, enhancing, and protecting the environment
through the imposition of regulations designed to prevent the degradation of Historic-Cultural
Monuments.

The use of Categorical Exemption Class 31 in connection with the proposed designation is
consistent with the goals relating to the preservation, rehabilitation, restoration and
reconstruction of Historic buildings in a manner consistent with the Secretary of the Interior's
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving Rehabilitating,
Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic Buildings.
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Los Angeles Department of City Planning
RECOMMENDATION REPORT

CULTURAL HERITAGE COMMISSION CASE NO.: CHC-2013-1551-HCM
ENV -2013-1552-CE

HEARING DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

June 6,2013
10:00 AM
City Hall, Room 1010
200 N. Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA
90012

Location: 501 S. Spring Street
Council District: 14
Community Plan Area: Central City
Area Planning Commission: Central
Neighborhood Council: Downtown Los Angeles
Legal Description: Lot A and B of Tract .
Resubdivision of a Portion of Block 13 of Ord's
Survey and Lot 6 and 7 of Tract Subdivision of the
North Part of Block 13 of Ord's Survey

PROJECT: Historic-Cultural Monument Application for the
APPROVAL OF EXPANSION OF HISTORIC-CULTURAL
MONUMENT #80 (PALM COURT) TO INCLUDE ALEXANDRIA
HOTEL AND ADDITIONS

REQUEST: Declare the property a Historic-Cultural Monument

OWNERS: Chelsea Building LLC
550 S. Hill Street Ste 980
Los Angeles, CA 90013

Nick Hadim
6009 Washington Blvd.
Culver City, CA 90232

Alexandria Housing Partners, LP
PO Box 880367
San Diego, CA 92108

Yacoobian Enterprises, Inc.
501 S. Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90013

APPLICANTI
OWNER'S
REPRESENTATIVE:

Mitzi March Mogul
1725 Wellington Road
Los Angeles, CA 90019

RECOMMENDATION That the Cultural Heritage Commission:

1. Take the property under consideration as a Historic-Cultural Monument per Los
Angeles Administrative Code Chapter 9, Division 22, Article 1, Section 22.171.10
because the application and accompanying photo documentation suggest the submittal
may warrant further investigation.

2. Adopt the report findings.

MICHAEL J. LOGRANDE
Director of Planning
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Ken Bernstein, AICP, Manager
Office of Historic Resources

~~~
Edgar Gar la:PreSerVatiQi1Pnner
Office of Historic Resources

Attachments: Historic-Cultural Monument Application
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SUMMARY

Built in 1905 with additions in 1906 and 1911, this eight-story and twelve-story hotel building
·-------exhibits character-defining features of Beaux Arts style architecture. Located at the intersection

of 5th Street and Spring Street in Downtown, the main subject building is rectangular in plan and
has a flat roof. The primary elevations are arranged in the classical base-shaft-capital
composition. The flat roof is lined with a decorative balustrade cornice. The primary facades are
clad in terra cotta and stone. The street level storefronts and mezzanine are altered. A large
blade sign is located at the intersection of the main elevations and spells "Alexandria Hotel."
The exterior features decorative stone work, egg and dart stringcourse, keystone medallions,
cast stone chimeras, and fire escapes. Windows are sash and fixed pane with some bay
window configurations. Some significant interior elements include decorative ceilings, finishes,
metal railings, and marble floors.

The proposed Alexandria. Hotel historic monument was designed by noted architect John
Parkinson (1861-1935) who would later establish the firm of Parkinson & Parkinson. As one of
the most successful architecture firms in early 20th century Los Angeles, this firm is responsible
for the design of several Historic-Cultural Monuments (HCMs) such as City Hall (HCM #150;
1928), Union Station (HCM #101; 1939), and Bullocks Wilshire (HCM #56; 1929).

Additions to the original main subject building consist of an undifferentiated expansion added in
1906 on the 5th Street elevation. Designed by Parkinson, this seamless addition was built on a
different parcel owned by a separate property owner. In 1911, the twelve-story addition
(referred to as the "annex") was built adjacent to the main hotel building on Spring Street.
Owing to disagreements among the property owners in 1939, the 5th Street addition was sealed
off and isolated from the rest of the Alexandria Hotel.

In 1971, the Cultural Heritage Board (now Cultural Heritage Commission) designated the
Alexandria Hotel's Palm Court (formerly the Franco-Italian Dining Salon) as Historic-Cultural
Monument #80, one of the few "interior-only" designations in the City's roster of HCMs.

CRITERIA

The criterion is the Cultural Heritage Ordinance which defines a historical or cultural monument
as any site (including significant trees or other plant life located thereon) building or structure of
particular historic or cultural significance to the City of Los Angeles, such as historic structures
or sites in which the broad cultural, economic, or social history of the nation, State or community
is reflected or exemplified, or which are identified with historic personages or with important
events in the main currents of national, State or local history or which embody the distinguishing
characteristics of an architectural type specimen, inherently valuable for a study of a period style
or method of construction, or a notable work of a master builder, designer or architect whose
individual genius influenced his age.

FINDINGS

Based on the facts set forth in the summary and application, the Commission determines that
the application is complete and that the property may be significant enough to warrant further
investigation as a potential Historic-Cultural Monument.



CITY OF L.OS ANGEL.E5

SiGNlFJC.ANC.E WORK SHEET

TYPE OR HAK"D PRINT IN ALL CAPITAL BLOCK LETTERS

Complete One or Both of the Upper and Lower Portions of This Page

TITF. A--=L--=E..:...XA~N..:...D..:...R..:...IA_H_O_T_E_L_A_N_D_A_L_E_XA_N_D_R_IA_A_D_D_I_T_IO_N IS AN IMPORTANT EXAMPLE OF
NAME OF PROPOSED MOl'-1JMENT

__________________________ ~B~E~A~U_X~A~R_T_S~ ARClllTECTLmE
ARCIllTECTL"RAI. S1YLE (SEE LIl'-"E 8)

ANn MEETS THE C1JL11JRA1. HF.RTTAGF. ORDINANCE 'BECAUSE OF TIfF. HlGH QUAT.TTY OF ITS DESIGN AND THE RETENTION

.OF ITS ORIGINAL FORM, DETAillNG AND INTEGRITY.

TIlE A_L_E_XA_N_D_R_IA_H_O_T_E_L_A_N_D_A_LE_XA_N_D_R_IA_A_D_D_IT_IO_N WAS BUILT IN__ 19_0_5-_1_9_11__
KAME OF PROPOSED MO:>IUMF.NT YEAR sunr

______________ A_L_E_XA__ N_D_R_IA_H_O_T_E_L WAS IMPORTANT TO TIlE
KAME OF FfRST OR SIGNTFlCANf OTHF.R

DF.VF.IDPMENT OF IDS ANGEU;:S 'BECAUSE It was the most elaborate hotel in the city and was the social

and business center; everyone from U.S. Presidents, captains of industry, entertainment figures. and the fashionable

stayed or visited there. Its construction reflected a transition in commercial development as the city's financial center

shifted to Spring St. and Broadway was becoming the entertainment center, and it became a lynch pin in the growth o'

both streets. It is also an excellent example of the work of noted architect John Parkinson as well as his

partnership with architect Edwin Bergstrom.

HlSl'ORlC-CULTlJRAL MONUMENT
...tlCI'I'"""1'"'I1I.1



HISTORIC-CULTURAL MONUMENT

ApPLICATION

TYPE OR HAI\"D PRINT IN ALL CAPITAL BLOCK LETTERS

IDENTIFICA nOiNI

1. NAMF. OF PROPOSF.D MONUMF.NT A_L_EXA__ N_D_R_IA_H_O_T_E_L_A_N_D_A_L_EXAN__ D_R_IA_A_D_D_IT_IO_N _

2. STREF.TADDRESS __ =.21..:.:8::....W~.5=.:t~h-=S:.:::t..t..:.5::.::0~1-...:S~.-=S:.c::p.:..:::rin~gL.:S::.:t::.!...• -=2~06:::..-=2~16=_W::..:_:.._. .=::5th::,:-=:S:.::t.CL•5:::..1:.,:5:....::S::,::•...::SzP""'rin:.,:;9;LS.=::t:.:.... _

CITY -=L:;::O:.,:S""Ac..::N'-.:,G=E=LE=S 7.IP CODE _--.,;9'-O-'-O-'-1..c.,3__ COUNCH. DISTRICT __ --'-14"--__

3. ASSESSOR'S PARCEL NO. 5149-034-011 (5th st. Add). 5149-034-006 (Main bldg), 5149-034-005 (Spring st. Annex)

4. COMPLETE LEGAl DESCRIPTION: TRACT Re-Subdivision of portion of Block 13. Ord's Survey

BLOCK .:..:13=-- LOTCS) ARB. NO. _

5. RANGE OF ADDRESSES ON PROPER1Y 5_O_1_S_._S"--pn_·n-"g'-2_0_6..:...._21_0-"._2_12-.,;,,-2_1_4::.-'2_1_6_W_.5_th _

6. PRESENT OWNER Chelsea Building LLC (5th St) and Buxbaum/Ameriand Group (Main bldg and Spring St. Annex)
c.../o t-l1c..1IC. \.-\,.a.'Il.\~

STRF.F.TADDRESS "00'1 \Nbti.l-\:n.\.G.."to~ F!>f,.J.I~. SEE ATT;€seH~m
(!.",\.-VGi?. <:'\'\:''1 ~ol.:IJ>2-

CITY 1:9S ANGELES STATE CA ZIP CODE PHONE C---..J _

OWNER IS: PRIVATE There are 3 parcels, 2 owners PUBUC _

7. PRESENT USE _...:..H.:,.;:O...:..T...:..E...:..L...:..R..:;::E.:,.;:S,...;:ID...:..E...:..N_C...:..E-'.A...:..N_D_R_ET_A_I_L_ORIGINAlUSE -'.H..:.;:O=-.:Tc..::E=L:..:..A..!!..N=D::..,:S=H-'-'O=P-'S=--__

DESCRIPTION

8.ARanTE~S~ ~B~E=A~U~X~A:....::R~T~S~ _
(SEE STILE GllIDEi

9. STATE PRESENT PHYSICAl DESCRIPTION OF TIIE SITE OR STRUCI1JRE (SEE OPTIONAL DECRlPTION WORK SHEET)

The nomination is for three buildings built separately but which form a complex. Two of those are owned by by one

entity, the third is owned separately by a second entity. The Main building is situated at the south west corner of

Spring Street and 5th Street. The second structure (Addition) was built as an extension immediately to the west at

218 W. 5th Street Those two structures are almost identical in (height. materials. design) as they were originally

intended to to be "read" as one. The third buiJdling (Annex) was built several years later and differs in its architect-

ural design. height, etc. Although there have been alterations to all the buildings over the years and are presently

under differing ownerships, they still appear from the exterior to be a single unit. Buildings 1 and 3 are still

connected inside. The upper floors of building 2 are presently inaccessible as it was built without stairs or elevator.

HISTORlC:-CULTURAt MONUMENT
ADClI,r,ATtnloJ



HISTORIC ..CULTURAL. MONUMENT

ApPLiCA TIOR

NAME OF PROPOSED MONUMENT ALEXANDRIA HOTEL AND ALEXANDRIA ADDITION

10. (;ONSTRUC110N DATF.: FACiUAl. _____.19:.....0:.....5-_____.19:.....1:.....1F.sTfMATF.D _

11. ARCmTF.CT, DF.SIGNER, OR F.NGTNF.F.R JOHN PARKINSON AND EDWIN BERGSTROM

12. CONTRACTOR OR OTHER RUTI.DF.R J. HILL. ROBERT R. ROWAN, ALBERT C. SILICKE

13. DATES OF ENCLOSED PHOTOGRAPHS EXCEPT FOR HISTORIC, ALL PHOTOS TAKEN SINCE JANUARY 1, 2013
(BXlO RTACK AND WHlTR (;J.OSSY)

14. CONDITION, C EXCEllENT Ii?, GOOD ICFAIR CDETERIORATED Li NO LONGER IN EXISTENCE

is. ALTERATIONS Although there have been many alterations to all three structures, they still retain many character-

defining features sufficient for the buildings to retain integrity and to convey their story. Changes include store-

fronts, removal of orig. sign age, terra-cotta finials along parapet, infill of mezzanine, construction of interior walls

(non load-bearing), platforms and drop ceilings. Many of the alterations are reversible ..l.!.!!:~=~~~'-=~~~~=~==..!!!!:~~~==~~~=== _
16. THREATS TO SITE: i?! NONE KNOWN [l PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT 0VANDAIlSM o PUBliC WORKS PROJECT

DZONTNG DOTImR ___

17. IS THE STRUCTURE: ~ ON ITS ORIGINAL SITE C MOVED D UNKNOWN

SIGNIFICANCE

18. BRIEF STATE HISTORICAL AND/OR ARClllTEGI1JRAL IMPORTAN<":E: INCLUDE DATES, EVENTS, AND PERSON ASSOCIATED

WITH THE SITE (SEE OPTIONAL SIGNIFICANCE WORK SHEEn

Rowan and Bilicke were both leading businessmen when they partnered to build what was planned to be the

largest hotel ever built, fire and earthquake proof and it included many new amenities. Its opening in 1906 was

highly anticipated and became a social hub immediately. Architect Parkinson was also a leader in his profession

and his association with the property continued for many years. The hotel was built in three stages as property wa

leased (not purchased), building regulations changed, and funds became available. The Palm Court is HCM #80.

19. SOURCES (T.1ST ROOKS. DOL1JMF.NTS. stJ'RVF:Yli, PY.R50NAT. NTF.RVlF.WS WITH DATF$) LOS ANGELES TIMES. DEPT. OF BLDG &

SAFETY, ANCESTRY.COM, LA COUNTY TAX ASSESSOR, PARKINSON ARCHIVES, LA CENTRAL LIBRARY

LOS ANGELES OFFICE OF HISTORIC RESOURCES

20. DATE FORM PREPARED --.::0:....;;4::..;:/0:..:::5=/2:.::.0-=..;13=-- PREPARER·S NAME -'M-'!.!I!..!.T=ZIL!M.!.!!A'-'!R-"C~H..!..!.!JM~O~G~UC!::L'-_

ORGANIZATION Historic Preservation Consultant STREET ADDRESS 1725 Welllinmon Road

OTY -=L=-=O:...;:S:..;A-=N-=-G.=:.E=L=:;E::.;S"--STATE CA ZIP CODE 90019 PHONE (323) 734-9980

HISTORlC-c\JLTURAL MONUMENT
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March 7, 2013

Chattel, Inc.
13417 Ventura Boulevard
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423-3938
Attn: Shane Swerdlow

-r

Re: Historic Cultural Monument Nomination - The Alexandria Hotel

Dear Shane,

This will confirm that Alexandria Housing Partners, LP., which owns the Alexandria, has been informed
that the property is being submitted for nomination as a Historic Cultural Monument and the ownership
of the Alexandria has no objection to Chattel or any other historic consultant to prepare and submit the
nomination.

Sincerely,

Alexandria Housing Partners, LP

By: Pacific Housing, Inc. a California nonprofit public benefit
Corporation, its naging General Partner

By:
rk Wiese, President

By: Amerland/Alexandria Partners, LLC,a California
limited liability company, its Co-General Partner

By: Alexandria Partners, LLC, a California limited
liability company, its Manager

By: The Amerland Group, LLC,a California limited
liability company, its Managing Member

By: Islas Development, LlC, a California limited
liability company, its Manager

ABy:
Ruben Islas, Sole Member

cc: Mitzi Mogul, Historic Consultant
Naty Saidoff, Capital Foresight, LP
Jules Arthur, Amerland Group
Rebecca Hyatt, Amerland Group
Ruben Islas, Amerland Group
Scott Rusczyk, Buxbaum



ALEXANDRIA HOTEL COMPLEX SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT

This nomination is for the Alexandria Hotel complex which includes the original Main Building

at the southwest comer of 5th and Spring Streets, as well as the 5th Street Addition and the Spring

Street Annex. Two of those became conjoined and are located at 501 S. Spring Street, 210 W. 5th

Street, and 512 S. Spring; the second construction is now a separately owned parcel, located at

218 W. 5th Street.

The Alexandria Hotel is noted for its Beaux Arts architecture and for its cultural significance.

The architect for the entire complex was John Parkinson and the hotel played a key role in

the social and civic fabric of Los Angeles. The main extant dining room, known as the Palm

Court, is already designated as HCM #80, however the rest of the structure does not have any

other local protection. The buildings are located in the Spring Street National Register

Historic District.

The Alexandria 5th Street Annex exemplifies criteria as stated by the National Trust (and as

referenced in the Los Angeles Cultural Heritage Ordinance) for its association with events

that have made a contribution to broad patterns of local history as well as its associations

with significant individuals. This nomination will present information, some of which has

never before been brought to light, which will clarify the story of the Alexandria Hotel. The

fact that the hotel was erected on three separate parcels ofland, each with a different owner,

made it a particularly unique project. Traditionally, the owner of the property was the one

who was responsible for the structure on it or the property was simply sold outright. In Los

Angeles, real estate was plentiful-it was one of the great attractions of the region-which

made the fact that the developers only leased the land unusual. They wanted to be in that

location because at the time it was considered to be the up-and-coming shopping area, as well

as in proximity to the Broadway entertainment district; this made the hotel attractive to both

entertainers and tourists. The city was expanding in a south/west direction at that time and a

luxury hotel would be perfectly poised to capture an upscale clientele. Indeed, for many years

the Alexandria was the place to see and be seen, to stay, entertain, or do business. Everyone

from U.S. Presidents to movie stars, captains of business and fashionable society to the

simply well-heeled stayed, visited, partied or hid out at the Alex. Whether one wanted strict

privacy or high visibility, both were available there. Its main lobby carpet was known as the

"Million Dollar Carpet," not because it cost that amount, but due to the amount of business .
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conducted there regularly. When the Biltmore Hotel opened in 1923, it became the "go-to"

place and the Alexandria slipped to second place, beginning a downward trend that

culminated in bankruptcy in 1933.

Located at the southwest corner of Spring and Fifth Streets (501 S. Spring/210 West Fifth

Street), the eight-story Alexandria Hotel was completed and opened to great fanfare on

February 12, 1906. Constructed at a cost of two million dollars, it was the most elaborate

hotel in Los Angeles and its popularity was enhanced by its strategic location as the city

expanded. The property was owned by Alexander family, from whom the hotel name is

derived. Harry L. Alexander had inherited the property from his father, David B. Alexander,

who had owned hardware stores in illinois and then in Lincoln, Nebraska until he came to

Los Angeles in the late 1880's, where he invested heavily in real estate. David Alexander

died in 1899; his estate was managed by his son, Harry (Harry died in 1929). The developers

of the hotel were A.C. Billicke and R.A. Rowan, who leased the land from Alexander for

fifty years. Billicke was the president ofthe Billicke Hotel Company, which also operated the

Hollenbeck Hotel. The plan by the developers was to eventually fill the entire square block

(Spring to Broadway, 5th to 6th
) with the largest hotel ever built. That the land was leased, not

purchased, later contributed to the problems experienced by the hotel and the conflicts

between owners. The property was later sold by Harry's wife, Elsie. Although the main

building is located at the southwest corner of 5th and Spring Streets, the entire hotel complex

consisted ofleasehold estates on seven parcels ofland, 240 feet on Spring Street and 206 on

5th Street.

The hotel featured many modern amenities including doors with automatic do not disturb

signs, centralized steam heat, and private bathrooms for every one of the 360 rooms. Itwas

constructed using steel frame construction and hollow clay tile which was considered

fireproof, finished in extravagant materials and decorated with beautiful furnishings,

personally selected by Bilicke. Among the hotel's illustrious guests over the years were

President Theodore Roosevelt, President Taft, King Edward vm of England, boxer Jack

Dempsey, opera star Enrico Caruso, Sarah Bernhardt, and movie stars Charlie Chaplin, and

Mary Pickford, and many others. Rudolph Valentino used to go dancing there. One of the

hotel's more amusing tales is that Tom Mix rode through the lobby on his horse with his

bride sitting sidesaddle, on their way to the honeymoon suite.
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The parcel (Lot B) immediately to the west on 5th Street was owned by William Chick. Born

in Ohio c.1860, it is unclear exactly when he arrived in Los Angeles, however by about 1887

he had already invested in real estate in downtown. On his property on 5th Street he operated

a livery stable. Chick Brothers Livery was operated by William and two of his brothers,

Charles and Leroy.

Chick was the second eldest of eight siblings. The eldest was a sister, Elizabeth, who only

lived to the age of 13. Several of his other brothers also relocated to Los Angeles where they

lived simple, but eventually middle-class lives. William married Mary Ann Cakebread in

1888 and they had two daughters, Martha Leanore and Lillian. His distinguishing

characteristic was the three fmgers missing on his right hand. In 1905 he purchased a lot and

built a house at 2710 Normandie Avenue in the West Adams District, where he lived until his

death on March 30, 1940. Martha Leanore (Lee Roddie) continued to live there unti11944;

she also inherited the 5th Street property and owned it until the 1980's. The house is still

there, somewhat altered but still retaining many original architectural features. It is in the

Adams-Normandie HPOZ. It appears that Chick retired once the deal was made with Rowan

and Bilicke; no doubt with rent from them for the Alexandria Annex property he was in a .

comfortable fmancial position and could afford not to work, as evidenced by his residential

purchase.

From the beginning Chick had an adversarial relationship with his neighbor on 5th Street. In

1888 Chick sued David B. Alexander for possession of "his" property. Alexander responded

with a counter suit in 1890 for restitution of premises and removal of obstructions to his right

of way. He sued Chick again in 1892 over the property line at the west end of the lot. The

dispute seems to have been a matter of inches.

Although it was always Rowan and Bilicke's plan to build an expansive hotel that would

eventually cover 12 to 13 acres, it never reached that proportion due to the unexpected early

demise of both men. Bilicke was killed in the sinking of the Lusitania in 1915 and Rowan died

suddenly a few years later. Not long after that, their two widows decided to sell their interests.

However, for several years the development plan was on track. Before the main hotel building

had even opened on February 12, 1906, construction had commenced on the first addition. This

is the structure that is located on 5th Street.
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Built as an extension or addition, it is identical in height and design to the first section which

occupies the comer. For this reason, many people are unaware that it was actually built as a

separate construction or that it remains a separate entity. When the "Annex" is referenced,

people assume that refers to the third building/second addition, located on Spring Street to

the south of the original hotel building and that assumption is largely true. The 5th Street

portion was usually referred to as "the Addition," while the Spring Street construction was

called "the Annex" but the words "annex" and "addition" were sometimes used

interchangeably, adding to the confusion. The Spring Street Annex however, features a

completely different design and is taller than the first two.

The permit for the 5th Street Addition was taken out on March 13, 1905. It specified a

"fireproof building forming an annex to Bilicke-Rowan hotel." At a cost of $40,000 it was

constructed of brick and steel, with a reinforced concrete foundation and steam heat.

Construction was to commence "at once." The permit also specifies that the fire escape was

located on "an adjacent portion of the building" and that there were to be no "hoistways"

(elevators). This was to be the cause oflater problems.

John Parkinson designed the first Addition along with the main building and as it was the

developer's intention to create a single massive complex, the design was seamless. It was

only with the third building and the time lapse between constructions that the decision was

made to alter the architectural design. An early concept rendering shows the projected design

stretching all the way down 5th Street to Broadway.

The entire ground floor of the Addition was a grand dining/ballroom, called the Franco-

Italian Dining Room. With the construction of the Annex on Spring Street and the opening of

the new room there, the Franco-Italian Room on 5th Street was de-commissioned and the

name transferred to the new room. Later that second room was re-named the Palm Court and

it is that room which became HCM #80. The change took place in late 1911.

It is likely that the original Franco-Italian Dining Room was decommissioned due mainly to

its size and seating capacity, especially in relationship to the size of the adjacent kitchen.

This must have caused difficulties and delays. Also, although the room was magnificently

appointed and very grand, it was a single-purpose room with only one means of ingress and

egress. That was through a corridor from the main lobby of the Alexandria. The planning of
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the second addition on Spring Street included two large rooms, albeit both smaller than the

large room in the 5th Street Addition. Having two rooms instead of one would have provided

more options for entertaining, for having more than one event on any given day or night. The

smaller Grill Room and other eateries in the building would still have offered hospitality to

hotel guests without inconvenience.

In July of 1911, George Feagans, founder and recently retired president of Brock and Feagan

Jewelers executed a lease for the former Franco-Italian Dining Room in the 5th Street

Addition. He planned to open an elegant silver and jewelry store there. The Los Angeles

Times announcement stated, "A new entrance is to be built on 5th Street and there will also

be a private entrance from the lobby ofthe hotel. This room is recognized as one of the finest

examples of Spanish Renaissance in the country. All of the magnificent embellishments will

be retained."

The 5th Street portion was not considered an addition in the same way as the Spring Street

Annex, which has contributed to confusion over the years, including in newspaper stories.

The 5th Street Addition was eventually sealed off from the main building in 1937, rendering

the upper floors inaccessible; they have remained vacant ever since.

Even after the upper floors were closed, the ground floor retail space continued to operate.

Addresses in that block of 5th Street were altered many times over the years, making it

difficult to trace all of the businesses that were located there and put them in their proper

place. These address changes appear not to have been official and were never questioned by

city officials, even when permits were taken out for work to be done on both interiors and the

facade.

Because of the tremendous success of the original hotel, the owners began planning an

annex. Originally it was going to be a fourteen-story L-shaped building that would extend to

Broadway. When difficulties in acquiring the additional properties arose, the plans were

scaled back and finally consisted of the addition of a twelve-story structure on Spring Street.

The addition of that annex brought the total number of rooms up to 512.

The Spring Street Addition, or Annex, opened on January 23, 1911, at a cost of $2,500,000. It

was fraught with problems during its construction. Itwas plagued by labor strikes, frequent
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violent clashes, and a bombing plot. A 27 year old employee of the Baker Iron works was

killed when some slack line in a cable slipped allowing the 12-ton beam to drop; he was

thrown fifty-five feet to the basement floor. Another was crushed by a steel girder when a

derrick leg gave way while being installed and fell, killing him instantly.

Even while the Spring Street Annex was under construction, Rowan and Bilicke announced

that they would build the next section of the hotel as soon as the stores which were then

located at 5th and Broadway were vacated. Eventually Rowan & Bilicke did lease the land at

the corner of 5th and Broadway and built the Title Guarantee & Trust Company, designed by

Morgan, Walls, & Morgan but there were no more additions to the Alexandria, despite the

earlier plans and announcements.

Although the main building and the Spring Street Annex were connected in ways similar to

the 5th Street Addition, the issues which confronted the various owners during the bankruptcy

were not as adversarial due to a crossover of ownership (and probably more reasonable

individuals!), which allowed terms to be reached.

Following the deaths of Rowan and Bilicke, the hotel was purchased in 1919 by the S.W.

Straus Co. of Chicago, also owner of the new Ambassador Hotel. Strauss encountered stiff

competition from the Biltmore when it opened in 1923, and subsequently sold the Alexandria

in 1927 to the Alexandria Realty Co. In 1930, the hotel was sold to Charles C. Chapman, a

local real estate developer who also owned the Chapman Building at 8th and Broadway as

well as the Chapman Park buildings near the Ambassador Hotel. The hotel went bankrupt

and closed in 1932. In 1934, the gold leaf from the ceiling, furniture, carpets, silver service,

and chandelier were sold offto help payoff debts.

The Alexandria re-opened when motion picture producer Phil Goldstone bought the main

property from Elsie Alexander in April 1937 for $300,000 (a steal even then!). Eventually he

became part owner of the Spring Street Addition. In 1946 he took partners in the main

section of the hotel (Lot A). Among his partners were Julius Epstein, a noted screenwriter

(Casablanca, The Man Who Came To Dinner, Mr. Skeffmgton, etc.) and Maxwell Abell, a

Chicago attorney, accountant, national real estate investor and noted Jewish philanthropist

and member of the Board of the Jewish Theological Seminary. The hotel changed hands

several more times over the years, but remained open. In the late 1950s and 60s, the
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Alexandria was known mainly for its cheap rooms, transient population and the rowdy

boxing fans who filled its rooms when they were in town to see a bout. Boxing promoter

George Pamassus, who not only promoted fights but booked the fight crowds into the

Alexandria, set up his headquarters in the hoteL More than one fighter trained in a ring set up

in the Palm Court. During this period Parkinson was called upon to alter the parapet and

make other changes to the interior. In April 1970, the Alexandria reopened after an extensive

remodeling by the S. Jon Kreedman Company, which purchased the hotel in 1961. Mayer &

Kanner were the architects for the exterior work, while Parvin-Dohrmann Co. was

responsible for the interiors. Although well intentioned, the new interior was given a red and

black Victorian decor that the hotel never had. Although much of the original decoration and

furnishings were long ago removed, there remains an abundance of original, character-

defining features throughout the hotel interior.

The buildings have all had many alterations over the years, all of which were done by

significant architects, including Parkinson, Bergstrom, Morgan, Walls & Clements, C.E.

Noerenberg, and others.

Interviews with Leanore (Lee) Roddie over the years have not clarified the circumstances

which caused the sealing of the corridors between the first two sections. Unfortunately her

telling of the story was inconsistent and vague with regard to details. Interviewers, fascinated

by the more sensational aspects of the story, failed to ask critical questions which would have

answered current questions, such as "who was the tenant that caused the dispute?" This

means that we can only speculate, based on the information that research has revealed. The

building owners went bankrupt in 1933 and were unable to pay the bank notes on either the

structures or the ground leases. The following year-1934--became a watershed year for the

hotel; it closed and the holders of the ground leases took back their properties along with the

"improvements" on them.

Tax Assessor's Records show that originally the Alexander family owned Lot A and Chick

owned Lot B. However, in 1904 the Chick property is listed as "new Lot A." This appears to

have something to do with conj oining the main portion of the hotel with the soon to be

constructed annex on the Chick property. This has also added to confusion over the correct

street numbers of the various storefronts. Depending upon whether the tenant and/or the
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Department of Building & Safety checked official tax records (and it would appear neither

did), the business addresses were either based on being part of Lot A or a separate Lot B.

In 1932 the property was still under leasehold, which transferred to Federated Realty Co.

However in 1933, when the company went into bankruptcy, the Chick property was sold for

taxes (9/2/33) but redeemed beginning in 1936. At that point it was listed as "part A and B,"

indicating that it was still part of the hotel operations. It was during that time that all of the

property owners took back their land along with the improvements. In 1934 William Chick

and his brothers Leroy and Louis and their wives had a shared interest in the property. By

1936 Leroy and Louis each held a half interest. It is possible that William's siblings provided

some of the financial wear-with-all to redeem the property, and thus ended up with

ownership shares. At the time of Goldstone's purchase, the properties, Lots A and B,

underwent a "re-subdivision" which means that there was no longer any legal connection

between 218 W. 5th Street-the Chick property-and the main section of the hotel on the

corner of 5th and Spring.

Later, Chick siblings Martinez and Lily Bell and their spouses were also on title with 1110

interest each, as was William Chick's daughter Martha Leanore (Lee) who had a 6/10

interest. It was not until some time later that she obtained a half interest and eventually full

ownership.

When Phil Goldstone purchased the main building from Elsie Alexander he may have made

overtures to William Chick perhaps to purchase the Annex. Because the parcel owners were

separate entities, in order for the two sections of the building to continue to function as one,

some arrangement would have to be made with regard to both compensation and liability for

both Goldstone and Chick. Lee Roddie claimed that the disagreement was over a tenant

(which would have been the Broadway Florist); however this seems a petty and unlikely

scenario. The section of the hotel controlled by Goldstone could easily operate without the 20

or so rooms of the Annex, but the Annex could not operate without the main section of the

hotel. Was this the basis of the argument between the two? Unfortunately, that part of the

story is lost to history.

What is known is that the corridors were sealed between the main building and the 5th Street

annex. The permit history reveals that Goldstone took out two separate permits, the first in
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September, 1937 and the second in April, 1938. The scope of work was to "remove portions

of superstructure now existing on main roof of building and alter south and west party walls."

The second permit was to "alter partitions adjacent to the lobby on the first floor." This

indicates that more than six months elapsed before the annex was completely sealed off and

perhaps points to ongoing discussions between the two owners to work things out or at least a

goodwill gesture on the part of Goldstone to give the Chick family time to make alternative

arrangements. At any rate, once the corridors were sealed, the fate of the building was

effectively sealed as well.

A number of other family members are shown on title beginning in 1934 and it is possible

that one or several of them either caused the dispute or were unable to reach an agreement on

any business proposition put forth by Goldstone, thus having the same net result.

The property was finally sold by Lee Roddie's heirs, who no doubt realized that they owned

a white elephant.

With the corridors sealed, access to the upper floors of the 5th Street Annex was impossible.

Neither Bilicke, Rowan, or Parkinson ever considered a time when access would not be

possible. They envisioned the two sections forever conjoined, thus the words on the original

permit that the fire escape was located on "an adjacent portion of the building" and that there

were to be no "hoistways" (elevators). Whether this was a cost-saving device, a time

consideration, or just poor planning is impossible to state.

The Alexandria Florist was first located in the main building of the hotel and did relocate to

the annex in 1937. (An interesting side story is that in 1921 the owner of the Broadway

Florist establishment was a man named Jack Pantages. Along with three other men he was

arrested for violation of the Harrison narcotics law. Pantages was accused of being a fence

while the others were accused of manufacture, transport and sale of morphine and cocaine.

Their Stutz automobile, equipped with a secret compartment, was impounded. At that time,

the Broadway Florist was still located in the main section of the hotel.)

Following Feagan's Jewelry Store, a succession of businesses were located on the ground

floor of the Annex. Some of them, such as the Broadway Florist, are fairly easy to identify.

However, because it was original considered one building under single management, store
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numbers were assigned depending on how many tenants there were, regardless of their

physical location in either the main building of the hotel or the Annex. At different times, a

"half' was added to the number address to accommodate newly partitioned units. Various

food establishments occupied the far west end of the Addition and their addresses were listed

as 218 or 218 liz, making a confusing story even more confusing.

There are a number of significant individuals who have been associated over the years with

the entire complex in one way or another.

Albert Clay Bilicke was born in Coos, Oregon on June 22, 1861. He moved to San Francisco

in 1878 and attended Heald's Business College. At seventeen he went to Arizona where he

began his career in the hotel business at the Hotel Florence. After two years he moved to

tombstone where he became manager of the Cosmopolitan HoteL In1885 he moved back to

California and became proprietor of the Ross House in Modesto followed by the Pacific

Ocean house in Santa Cruz. In 1893 he arrived in Los Angeles where he became proprietor

of the Hollenbeck Hotel. In 1900 he married Gladys Huff. Finally he and Robert Rowan

organized the Bilicke-Rowan Fireproof Building Company. Among the structures they were

responsible for were the Title Insurance, Edison, Jewelry Trades Buildings. He was a

member of the Jonathan Club, Los Angeles Athletic, Los Angeles Country, and Annandale

Golf club, the Valley hunt club of Pasadena, Southern California Automobile Club, Masons,

Scottish rite, and others. Bilicke and his wife boarded the Lusitania for the purpose rest and

recuperation. Although they boarded a lifeboat during the crisis, the boat tipped over, spilling

all aboard into the ocean. Gladys survived; he did not.

Robert A. Rowan was born in Chicago in 1875 and came with his family to Los Angeles at

one year old. He married Laura Schwartz in 1903. Following in his father's footsteps, he

formed a real estate firm, R. A. Rowan & Co. at the age of thirty in 1904. Rowan was

apparently the first Los Angeles developer to exploit the potential of a financial practice

previously unused in Southern California. The ingenious technique involved establishing a

separate corporation for each new building venture, then transferring the construction site to

the corporate entity, in exchange for the capital stock. The company then sold long-term

mortgage bonds to pay for the construction of the building. When Robert A. Rowan died

suddenly and unexpectedly in 1918, his company was one of the largest enterprises in Los

Angeles, having developed much of the city's downtown business center and raised half a
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dozen skyscrapers. In addition to the Alexandria, R. A. Rowan & Co. built the Los Angeles

Athletic Club, the Rosslyn Hotel, Rowan Building and a number of other historic Spring

Street and Broadway buildings. Rowan also initiated a unique residential development and

called it Windsor Square. Windsor Square was bordered by Wilshire Blvd. to Third Street,

and from Irving Blvd. to Plymouth Blvd. This constituted a private square in which the

property owners would own the streets as well as their homes. Deed restrictions set a

minimum cost of $12,550 on each home to be built, in order to assure handsome homes in an

exceptionally beautiful setting. At that time there were dense groves of bamboo in the area

which needed to be destroyed before trees and gardens could be cultivated. Intervening walls

or fences were discouraged so that one garden ran into another creating a park-like setting.

Windsor Square was the first area in the city to have the power lines below grade, an

extraordinary innovation for 1911. He was a member of the Los Angeles, Jonathan, and

California Clubs, among others.

Contractor Joseph lllig performed some early work on the Addition structure in 1931. Joseph

Illig began his business in 1919 as a plasterer and Illig Construction is still in operation

today, still family owned and run. It is one of the foremost construction firms in Southern

California.

Architect Richard Bernard Kurzon was responsible for some renovations. Kurzon was born

in Chicago on April 9, 1895. He was a Superindant Draftsman for Robert DeGayler from

1919 until 1922 when he began his own firm. He was a registered architect not only in

Illinois, but also California and Indiana and served in the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers from

1917-19. Among his principal works in Chicago were the Sheridan-Brian Apartments (1927),

Sheridan-Roscoe Apartments (1928), Morris B. Sacks store (c. 1941), Checker Cab

Manufacturing Co (addition, 1944, Kalmazoo, MI), Storkline Furniture Corp (1947). In Los

Angeles his only known work at this time is the Holden Medical Building (1950). He and his

wife Ida lived at 1649 Hillcrest Drive in Beverly Hills. He died on March 11, 1969.

The architect/engineer responsible for sealing the party walls between the Main and Addition

buildings was Clarence Eugene Noerenberg. Noerenberg was born in Illinois in 1886. He

began his career as a teacher at the University of Illinois in Champaign, from 1910 until he

enlisted in the Army in 1917. He served (not in combat) until discharged with the rank of

Major in 1919. He immediately came to Los Angeles where he purchased a home at 1751
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Buckingham Road in Lafayette Square. He remained there until sometime after 1940 when

he and his wife Mary moved to 943 Plymouth Boulevard. Professionally he became

associated first with someone named Johnson (no record of who Johnson was exists in any

archive, including that of the University of Santa Barbara, repository of Noerenberg's

papers.) then with Henry L. Gogerty. He was also a member of Allied Architects along with

such recognizable names as Myron Hunt, Edwin Bergstrom, Gordon B. Kaufman, and others.

He was a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers, the American Institute of

Architects, on the Board of commissioners of the Southern California AIA, President of the

Los Angeles Building & Safety Board of Commissioners, and served on several committees

ofthe Allied Arts Commission. Among his works were several local public libraries, the Van

Ness School, Pacific Motor Services Building, Citizen's Mortgage Company Building, a

hotel, etc.

George Feagan was a founder and President of Brock and Co. Jewelers. His son, Lonnie,

became a professional golfer and a Los Angeles golftournament was named for him. The

tournament trophy was made by Feagan's & Co.

Architect John Parkinson is one of the most distinguished architects ever to work in Los

Angeles. Among his most well-known commissions are the Bullocks Wilshire, Stock

Exchange, Union Station, Rosslyn Hotel, Title Guarantee & Trust, Federal Reserve, Los

Angeles Athletic Club, and many, many others. Since his arrival in Los Angeles in 1894 he

was one of the most sought-after architects in the city. He has been credited by historians as

having defined-and designed-the streets cape of Los Angeles. In 1905 he established a

partnership with Edwin Bergstrom and the Alexandria was their first commission together.

Later he worked in partnership with his son, Donald.

Born in England, Parkinson's prolific career began when he opened a Los Angeles office in

1894. By 1896 he had designed the city's first fireproof steel frame building, the Homer

Laughlin Building at Third Street and Broadway. His design of the Braly Block (also known

as the Continental Building) at Fourth and Spring Streets was the tallest building in Los

Angeles until the 1928 construction of City Hall. At 175 feet tall, it is considered the first

"skyscraper" built in Los Angeles. In 1905, Parkinson formed a partnership with G. Edwin

Bergstrom, which lasted for ten years. During this period the firm was commissioned to

design several more buildings in the area including the Security Trust and Savings Bank
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(1907), Union Oil Building (1911), and Los Angeles Athletic Club (1911-12). Five years

after Bergstrom left to establish his own successful practice. His son, Donald, joined

Parkinson in 1920. Parkinson & Parkinson were responsible for the original campus at the

University of Southern California (1919-39), Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum (1923 and

1930-31), Los Angeles City Hall (1928 with A.C. Martin and John C. Austin), Bullocks-

Wilshire (1929), and Union Station (1939, supervising architect.)

George Edwin Bergstrom was born in 1876 in Neenah, Wisconsin. He received a BS from

MIT in 1899. He settled in Los Angeles in 1901 and received his license to practice

architecture in California in June, 1906, so it is clear that Parkinson was the lead partner in

the firm. In 1903, he married the former Nancy Kimberly, daughter of John A. Kimberly, a

co-founder of Kimberly-Clark. After establishing his own practice in 1915, Bergstrom

continued to design buildings throughout the region, including buildings for John C. Fremont

High School and Redlands High School, Commercial Club in downtown Los Angeles, and

collaborated with architect William Lee Woolett (1874-1955) on Grauman's Metropolitan

Theatre (later called the Paramount). One of his most notable buildings of the period was

the Pasadena Civic Auditorium in Pasadena, California, which he designed in association

with architects Cyril Bennett and Fitch Haskell. The firm of Bergstrom and Witmer,

Architects operated from 1941-1943. Bergstrom and David J. Witmer(1888-1973) acted as

the Chief Architects for the Pentagon Building. Bergstrom was also actively involved in the

American Institute of Architects (AIA), serving as the national organization's treasurer for

over 40 years and as president in 1939 and 1940.

The 5th Street Addition is the missing link in the story of the Alexandria Hotel. Every

previous press release and telling of the story leaves out the very existence of the Addition,

going straight from the main corner structure to the Spring Street Annex in 1912. Because of

the location of the Addition in the middle of the block, its matching architecture to the main

building, and the lack of visible activity, passersby have assumed either that it still had a

relationship to the hotel or was simply derelict by the owner's choice. Over the years, articles

appeared in which Chick's daughter Lee was interviewed and gave a version of a story in

which she accounted for the vacancy of the upper floors. No one ever verified the story

because there was no reason or need to. Even historic newspaper stories which documented

the announcements, constructions, problems, social occasions and other events used words

interchangeably, further obscuring the facts. However, new ownership has prompted new
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investigation, which has brought to light several details not previously documented or

assembled, which reveals a more complete story. It has also revealed extant historic fabric of

the original Franco Italian Dining Room, hidden under particle board, plaster, false ceilings

and other cheap materials, shrouded from view for the past 75+ years. The latter aspect will

be discussed at length in the architectural description section of the application.

With so many people on title, it is impossible to state with certainty exactly what friction

caused Phil Goldstone to close off that section of the building. Was it a matter of

disagreement over lease agreements or insurance liability or was it over a "poached" tenant,

as stated by Lee Roddie? Given the early lawsuits initiated by William Chick, he seems to

have been a pugnacious fellow, and he may have felt that the Alexander family and

Goldstone were patronizing or snobbish and thus became combative in order to prove he was

not intimidated by them. This is all conjecture. All that is known for sure is that because the

land was leased and the buildings belonged to separate entities the hotel complex was

reorganized in 1937 without the use of the 5th Street Addition. Because there were so few

rooms in the Addition, it was of no consequence to the financial or practical operation of the

hotel.

The Alexandria Hotel, both as individual constructions and collectively forming a single

entity is highly significant for the role it played in the development of Los Angeles and for its

association with noted individuals. Its main designing architect, as well as subsequent

architects who worked on various remodels or adjustments, are all important in the annals of

architecture. The original developers were responsible for the construction of numbers of

buildings in downtown which defmed the streets cape of the past, ~~ntinue to serV~·the city of

the present, and will add immeasurably to a historic perspective in the future. The hotel was a

critical factor in the advancement of the Broadway entertainment and shopping district and

the stability ofthe Spring Street fmancial district. It played a major role in the social and

political life of the city. The story of its development-from small investors to wealthy

operators to large conglomerates, from grand plans to a scaled back reality-represents a

larger narrative of the role ofreal estate in the growth and maturation of Los Angeles. Both

the interior and exterior features which remain speak to an era of elegance, luxury, and

elaborate artistry, when ornate detail represented refmement and less did not mean more. The

designation of these buildings will help to ensure their protection for new generations.
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ALEXANDRIA HOTEL COMPLEX ARCIDTECTURAL DESCRIPTION

The Alexandria Hotel exemplifies the Beaux Arts style. It presents symmetrical facades,

three-part vertical organization, pressed brick and glazed terra cotta facades, large sculptures

of griffins, and decorative stringcourses.

The eight-story Main Building was planned to have a reinforced concrete structure, but it was

decided to change to a steel frame structure with hollow clay tile walls; the Pacific Clay

Manufacturing Company received the contract. The most interesting feature of the

construction is the floors themselves, which are all made in 20-foot arches of hollow tile

support only at the ends. (Source: LA Times 11-12-1905) The 5th Street Addition is the same.

The twelve-story Spring Street Annex is constructed of reinforced concrete.

Due to its comer siting, the Main Building has primary facades facing both Fifth and Spring

Streets (501. S. Spring & 210 W. 5th
); the 5th Street Addition (218 W. 5th Street, 1906) faces

5th while the Annex (501 S. Spring, 1911) faces only Spring Street. The facade of the 5th

Street Addition is identical to that of the main building. That was intentional, as the two

buildings were designed to function as one unit, thus the facades would have needed to be

indistinguishable. It was only with the passage of time between the construction of the 5th

Street Addition and the Spring Street Annex that a concession was made to architectural

distinction.

The demarcation between the two 5th Street facades is the placement of the fire escape, which

is located on the Main building structure and the griffin/orb light fixture to the west of the

fire escape. The original building permit for the Addition specifically states that the fire

escape will be placed, "on adjacent portion of the building." (italics mine) The language

indicates that the two structures were treated as one.

Following the Beaux-Arts pattern, the primary facades are organized horizontally. In the case

of the Main Building, the base is represented by the ground and mezzanine levels, the shaft

represented by the third through seventh stories, and the capital represented by the eighth

story and cornice. The Annex has a base composed of the ground, second story and

mezzanine, a shaft composed of the fourth through eleventh stories, and a capital composed

of the twelfth story and cornice.
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It should be noted that the base of the buildings are not at the same level due to differences in

the floor to ceiling heights on the interior. Both the Main Building and the Annex are mostly

covered with pressed brick in a "manila" color from the Los Angeles Pressed Brick

Company. An identical color of glazed terra cotta was used on the base and some of the

architectural details. A common brick that has been painted is used on the light wells and

secondary elevations. The Annex is vertically organized into three bays in an A-B-A pattern

that is defmed by extensive architectural details in the outer, A bays. With regard to the Main

Building, the Spring Street facade is symmetrically organized, while the Fifth Street facade is

not. The organization is hardly detectable however, as the shaft of the building is unadorned.

The material, design, and organization of the primary elevations are character-defming

features. While the primary facades are fairly restrained compared with other Beaux-Arts

style buildings, they include some interesting architectural details. Glazed terra cotta was

used to create the pronounced stringcourse that separates the base of the Main Building from

the upper stories. It appears to be supported by small corbels and the soffit is dotted with

rosettes. The comers of this level are marked by large griffm sculptures. Another

stringcourse is found below the eighth story windows. It consists of a continuous band of

quatrefoils. The cornice is rather simple with a denticulated molding. Above it is a decorative

parapet with balusters divided by columns and female figures set at regular intervals. The

columns and figures were originally surmounted by even more decorative sculptures that

were removed in the 1950s.

The facade of the Annex is much more ornate than the Main Building, particularly the second

story and the outer bays. The brick on these portions of the facade are laid in horizontal

bands intended to resemble rusticated stone. Four large windows with segmented arched

openings are spaced evenly along the second story. Figures of lion heads are used instead of

keystones. Assembled in each window opening area are sets of French doors flanked by

sidelights. A classical pediment sits on top of the central set of doors. Above the doors are

transoms that have been painted black. Elaborate segmented arched headers crown the third

story windows in the outer bays. Between the windows on the upper stories are cast stone

panels with vertical groves flanked by circles. The cornice of the Annex uses some of the

same details found on the Building including a denticulated molding, an egg and dart

molding, small corbels, and rosettes. The architectural details of the property are character

defming features.
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The windows in both the Building and Addition are stacked vertically, deeply recessed, one-

over-one double-hung sash with wood frames. Most are set individually; however, there are

also tripartite assemblages that are quite distinctive. Cast stone was used to create the lintels

and sills. The lintels are long rectangular panels, while the sills are decorated with an egg and

dart molding. The original windows are character-defining features that should be preserved.

There are a few instances where windows have been replaced, primarily two vertical stacks

of narrow bathroom windows on the Spring Street facade of the Main Building and the

windows that light Staircase 4. The general condition ofthe windows appears to be good.

Located at the center of the original 1906 building, the north-south oriented main lobby is

rectangular in plan with entry corridors providing access to W. Fifth and S. Spring Streets.

The first floor of the Main building consists of the main lobby, south annex lobby, Palm

Court, and retail spaces. The bases of each building, namely the ground floor and mezzanine

levels, have been remodeled. The only things remaining from the original design are sections

of glazed terra cotta at the comer of the Building and the outer edges of the Annex,the actual

location of the entrances, and the storefront openings. Historic photographs suggest that the

cast iron around the openings on the Building may be original as welL It appears that the

terra cotta was only used at the comer and entrances and that another material was used

around the storefronts. There are numerous historic photographs that document the original

design of the property. They show a large, flat canopy over the Fifth Street entrance. The

Spring Street entrance was marked by a three-sided bay window at the mezzanine level. The

entrance to the Annex was hardly noticeable, signifying its secondary status. The windows at

the mezzanine level (except above the entrances) were single-paned casements that were

either fixed or pivoting. Above them were transoms, perhaps with small squares of leaded

glass. The storefronts were typical of the era with low bulkheads, clear storefront glass, loose

retractable awnings, and small squares of leaded glass in the transoms. The current design

dates from the 1969 remodeL

The ground floor ofthe Addition has been completely altered. Originally there was no 5th

Street entrance, only cafe windows and transoms; one entered the dining room through a

corridor from the main lobby. The first remodel occurred in 1911 with the change of use

from the Franco-Italian Dining Room to Feagan's Jewelry Store and at that time a 5th Street
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entrance was introduced. Subsequently the ground floor space was subdivided several times.

Despite that, many original features remain, mostly on the ceiling which was quite elaborate.

The original lobby (Main Building) was famous for the beauty of its architecture as well as

its furnishings. Virtually nothing appears to remain from the original lobby except for the

marble floor and the cast plaster ceiling that is visible from the now separate mezzanine

level. The gigantic marble columns remain as well, but historic photographs suggest that they

may have been painted after the lobby was stripped in the mid-1930s. The current boxed

columns date from the 1969 remodel, which is also when the other changes were made ..

There are a few original features off the main lobby that date from the original design. They

include staircases and the secondary entrance to the Annex on Spring Street. Despite these

alterations, historic fabric is extant throughout the interior of the property. Specific interior

spaces, including the Palm Court, Ballroom, and upper floor corridors and units retain a high

level of integrity.

The Palm Court was named the Franco-Italian Room after the original dining room in the

Addition was decommissioned. The Palm Court is already designated as Historic Cultural

Monument #80. It is 196 feet long with an original Tiffany stained glass ceiling, which was

painted black during World War II but later restored. The room is mostly unchanged;

however, historic photographs indicate decorative painting on the walls that no longer exist,

as well as a decorative fountain that is no longer extant. Also changed are the light fixtures,

the floor, and the doors. The character defining features include the volume of the space

itself, the Tiffany stained glass ceiling, the metal grills in the arched openings, the

wainscoting, and moldings.

There are two principal spaces on the mezzanine level of the Building: the space associated

with the lobby and an additional space to the side. Originally a mezzanine area wrapped

around the entire lobby. The same railing that is found in the staircases surrounded it. The

railing was removed and the opening between the two floors was filled in 1969. As

previously mentioned, the ceiling is still intact as is the crown molding, engaged pilasters and

columns along the perimeter walls. It appears that the marble has been removed from the

pilasters. The original wood floor on the outer parts and the newer wood floor in the center

are not character-defining features. Originally the outer parts were carpeted. The adjacent

space must have been separated originally as the finishes are different. The floors are wood,
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the walls have a wood paneled wainscot that is mostly intact, and the ceiling has an elaborate

crown molding featuring a Greek key pattern.

The Ballroom is located on the second floor of the Annex with French windows opening to

Spring Street. It is mostly intact with original hardwood floors, wood wainscoting, beamed

ceiling, plaster moldings, and metal grilles. The most distinctive feature of the space is the

three balconies off the mezzanine level, although in one case the opening has been sealed.

The volume of the space as well as the original materials is a primary character-defining

feature of the property.

There are two passenger elevators and one service elevator in both the Building and the

Annex. While the cabs have been changed, all of the elevators doors on the upper stories

appear to be original, and are surrounded by a simple wood molding. The doors themselves

are plain metal that has been painted.

The staircases in the Main Building and Annex are some of the more significant architectural

features remaining on the interior as they provide a glimpse of the building'S glorious past.

One staircase is located behind the passenger elevators in the Building. It is particularly

ornate from the basement to the second story and retains the marble covered walls that were

removed from the lobby. A frieze of cherubs, iron railing with swags, and oak handrail were

also features once found in the lobby and around the mezzanine. Another staircase is located

near the passenger elevators in the Annex and is only decorative from the ground floor to the

second floor. Across from it is another staircase that led to the basement. An archway over

the foot of the stairs has plaster crown moldings and a frieze of cherubs that continues to the

Spring Street entrance to the Annex. It also has an iron railing and oak handrail. On the upper

floors, the staircases are generally the same including plaster walls, marble treads, iron

paneled risers and posts, simple iron rails with a circular pattern at the top ,and bottom, and

brass hand rails. The staircases are intact, with the occasional brass ball missing from the top

of the posts. One staircase differs from the others. Ithas metal treads and a pipe metal railing.

All of the staircases are character-defining features of the property.

The 5th Street Addition was built without stairs or elevators.
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Both the Main Building and the Annex are E-shaped buildings with double loaded corridors.

The long wings of the Es have east-west orientations, while the three short wings face south.

The long wing of the Annex functions as the spine of the property. The ends of the short

wings of the Building were opened up to the Annex when it was constructed. The elevator

lobbies are both located in the approximate center of each building, near the intersection

between the central short wing and the long wing. Although the floors throughout the

corridors are carpeted, there are glimpses of tile in front of the elevators. Original tile floors,

although somewhat covered by a carpet runner, remain extant throughout the hallways and in

front of the elevators, as well as in some of the storefronts. Other than the light fixtures that

have been removed and the exposed sprinkler system that has been added, the corridors are

mostly intact. There is a tall decorative baseboard, a boxy crown molding, andtwo paneled

wood doors topped by transoms and surrounded by a simple wood molding through out both

the Building and Annex. It should be noted that the doors on the twelfth floor of the Annex

are slightly different from the rest. Presumably, the transoms had glass panels originally;

however, they were either covered or removed. Original doorknobs and plates are found in

some cases. They have an antique bronze finish and the initials BR (for Bilicke and Rowan)

embossed on the knobs. They are found mostly on utility closets, not guest rooms. While the

plates seem to be present on the guest rooms, the knobs have mostly been replaced or altered

when re-keyed. The original corridor features including the plan, doors, and moldings are

character-defining features of the property. Further investigation needs to take place to

determine the original flooring and its current condition.

An opening at the south end ofthe main building lobby leads to a secondary east-west oriented

rectangular lobby (south annex lobby) with access to S. Spring Street. Compared with the

main lobby, most ofthe early south annex lobby finishes and ornamentation are intact,

including marble flooring, plaster surfaces, and decorative moldings. The main and south

annex lobbies each include two passenger elevators with contemporary cabs and doors. Each

lobby also includes a highly detailed staircase with marble treads, cast iron risers, decorative

cast iron banisters with gold finish, oak handrails, and friezes along adjacent walls. The main

lobby staircase features this detailing from the basement through second stories; the south

annex lobby staircase features this detailing from the first through second stories.
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The Addition is an L-shaped building. The tower containing the guest rooms faces 5th Street.

Overlooking 5th Street are three rooms and two bathrooms; behind them, separated by a

hallway (which was once connected to the Main Building), is another room and bathroom.

The lower portion ofthe building is approximately 100' long, from 5th Street to the rear alley

and approximately 60' wide. The entire length and width of that lower portion was originally

one large room which was the Franco-Italian Dining Room. Given that the rooms have been

sealed off and unoccupied for so many years, those rooms are largely unchanged, although

greatly deteriorated from neglect. However, bathroom tile is still intact as are most of the

fixtures. The walls are still papered, although it is faded and peeling.

The guest rooms in the Main Building tend to be smaller than those in the Annex, but two-

room suites are found in both. The rooms are carpeted and most retain their original moldings

including baseboards, crown moldings, and door moldings. The doors to bathrooms and

closets also tend to be original with the same two-panel design and antique bronze hardware

found in the corridors. Radiators are located under the windows. Bathrooms are in various

states of integrity and condition. While some are completely intact, others have been replaced

in part or entirely. Original bathrooms consisted of small white hexagonal tile on the floors,

subway tile on the walls, pedestal sinks, toilets, and shower stalls with marble walls and

terrazzo floors.

This description has tried to identify materials, fixtures, design elements, and spaces that are

character-defining features of the property. There are numerous spaces that are not

mentioned, such as the basem.e:ntand gr()un~ floor retail stores ~d restl:l~ants because they

were not available for examination; it was not possible to inspect every room in the Building,

Addition or Annex. As nearly every historic rehabilitation projectmoves forward, materials

and features are discovered under later additions. If this occurs, a qualified historic

preservation professional and the Office of Historic Resources should review and assess the

significance of the feature and determine its treatment and possibly submit it as an addendum

to this document.
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ALEXANDRIA HOTEL COMPLEX PHOTOS

Ground breaking for Alexandria Hotel; in background are A.C.
Bilicke, wife & child and R.A. Rowan

-'-.

Alexandria main building under construction

- .. ~«~-~~
~:::
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Alexandria Hotel complex; Spring Street on left, 5 Street Addition at right
(building wi overhanging cornice at far right is corner of Broadway)

Rendering of one version for Alexandria as originally planned but never executed

Main Building, lobby c. 1960
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Main building lobby (facing south) (contemporary photo)

Main building lobby (facing northeast) (contemporary photo)

Main building, lobby stairs (contemporary photo)
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Main building, stairs to basement (contemporary photo)

Spring Street Annex lobby (facing north); Entry to Spring Street on the right
(contemporary photo)

..~
;;'f'~l
Palm Court, historic photo
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Palm Court (HCM #80) (contemporary photo)

Enclosed mezzanine ceiling (contemporary photo)

Spring Street Annex second floor ballroom (contemporary photo)
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Upper level elevator lobby and corridor (typical) (contemporary photo)

Main building, stairs and corridor (typical) (contemporary photo)

Main building upper floor unit (typical) (contemporary photo)
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floor unit #1202 called "Valentino Suite" (contemporary photo)

Ground floor retail, main building (contemporary photo)
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5 Street Addition, between the two griffins (contemporary photos)

Context photo: relationship of Main building to 5th Street Addition
(contemporary photo)
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Historic view into main lobby from corridor leading to Franco Italian Dining Room

Original Franco Italian Dining Room, located in ground floor
Of 5th Street Addition, facing south/east

Original Franco Italian Dining Room, colorized photo
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Franco Italian Dining Room facing west

Interior of former Franco Italian Dining Room converted
To Feagan's Jewelry store

Franco Italian Dining Room, facing southwest
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Street Addition detail (contemporary photo)

(contemporary photo)

At south end, platform next to the windows (contemporary photo)
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Ceiling detail (enclosed by dropped ceiling) (contemporary photo)

Ceiling detail (contemporary photo)

Original door handle (contemporary photo)
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Ceiling detail (contemporary photo)

Rear area showing plasterwork as in main lobby (contemporary photo)

Rear alley, windows of original dining room on the left (covered) (contemporary photo)
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View to roof of 5th Street Addition from adjacent structure (contemporary photo)

Rear roof area of 5th Street Addition, Spring Street Annex in background
(contemporary photo)
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Sanborn Map, 1888, showing sth and Spring Streets, Chick Bros. Livery and future site
of Main and Annex Buildings
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Sanborn Map, 1894, showing sth and Spring Streets, Chick Bros. Livery and future site
of Main and Annex Buildings
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Sanborn Map, 1923, showing original connection/entrance from main lobby to former
Franco-Italian Dining Room

Assessor's Map Book Pg, 1905, lot tie/partnership between Alexander and Chick (parcels A&B)
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Legal description of Parcel A, Assessor's Map Book, 1905

Legal description of Parcel B, Assessor's Map Book, 1905
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Assessor's Map Book, 1905

Assessor's Map Book, 1933, Re-Subdivision after bankruptcy
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Main Building ground floor plan, showing connection to Addition (Franco-Italian Dining
Room) (courtesy, Parkinson Archives)
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Main Building and Annex, Spring Street elevations (courtesy, Parkinson Archives)

41



Main Building, Fifth Street elevation, original drawing (courtesy, Parkinson Archives)
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Fifth Street Addition, front and rear elevations (detail, upper floor bathrooms),
(courtesy, Parkinson Archives)
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ORIGINAL PERMIT FOR 218 W. FIFTH STREET (ADDITION), 1905
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PERMIT FOR ALTERATIONS FOR FEAGAN'S JEWELRY STORE, 1911

I ~;I-~p~1i~i.:..n~:m~S¥~e'~;fledout;;l ~~li~tltt' "
. . ~- (US" INt( ort INO!!IJDU!! PIlNClI..!\.:J .:::

• PUNS'AND SPEt:It'1CATlOIlS •• d
• oUutr c!a:~ pna,t .ltD ho Ii!td,

'1

W.,.;j ·······7· ..·· ........ BOA~ •OF PUBlJC, WO!lKS.n' DEPARTMENT OF BUILDINGS
. "U. Application to A.lter, RePili~ :r Demoli&.b

_ '\ppljmsll •• II ...... i>T .... a. to I., Jl<mnl or Publla'lvo .... (CIllo! ~or of n.IWDIII), pf tho Ill;" or lAt hloJ.~ .•
. tor abet r:lPptclnl of PIb «totalled .We=eAt. of .pleJlleAUolU hmwlth lJUbri11ttfd for tho. altmttou, tOptllt o.r tleJlIolUlOJI of,

..• "' •. inllldI'~ b~ d 01 til. hIllIdi. .nIIa ... tf u! oIAto I."" .boll bo -~roa"lib I. Ill.
. ,~::1'4J!::Ol~r:.:bll or It "lao ortC:a~~r.:lDOJI.l:~:J1.l1~:.J . 't\lfy pllbllo .... 1 Of ~.r or on or of JIOJI..uoo to WIIl:t II I. Jltlptl.>

bt, or b dJJJNtlI4 bf ~Q IlItt, Co11lt1 or Jlt,ur or AI Ir • all or n.ltt or ~Ynoro to 110 tho mid ,U'lIfo'
,~ Ioro 01' boll4\1>, to. """ lm'jlOI> wlilGht., or .. ay &.... It .. b. problbl\id b1 ""' ...... of Ibo Olli!'of ),or A;,r~'"

:~ii' . (SIGN, HERE) ~ ff?e.t..: ~ 1/1"1 A.
~ CITY ASSESSOR: Please Verify

'. '~ .. ./'/..0' '. tr',0VED ~~~pILot Re;:r40VEDBI:~

·t ....« \~~ . ii? .~~r~'~'-"""~~~~?:: ~ ~. I-'\"'" ~ -
o __ -- .'
!l ook..4L PllcJ~.B. Pai...J3 ;Book-- Pa~. ii. P.~"-:~
~CR&?3. { <>;;'4- ,CITY ~CINEER:, P1ell!lOVerify Street Number

~ FLOOR ~ m...,;e. Sr.- ".f:'...~ . .
• ,From~' ~To~

1. Owne,', l1bmc..:.,~~ R~ .W;;; ~ L., .
2. Owner'" address g;t.,;('!p!".e,..: .. ~ ~C· =rr=:":
J. A,ddt ee t's name A...-£.t:~z _. "tt~
-I. Contractor', nnme ~.;;if!.. . .IF2..r.<tM':I 1 t

5. Confractor'. ~dd ress • """" ' . .".,&:",.",,' ..........,,..- _

6. P;~tl'e cost DCtbe Proposed Improvements. $.$,Jil6CJQ'l."'Q.l:Q. .. ~-:::;..----------
7. Purpo •• orth~huUdlngN'(m~ ~ .-
8. C1l1.SSDI bulJdi.fl' • No. or rooms at pres ent,t _

9. No. of .1orlO!l iD beigt" 51•• ofprOl.nt bulldlng'----"X----
10. SIee 01 new addition • X__ ~ _

11. jl.1.te,l.t of foundation. 51,.Footing Si.e of wnll, _

12. Siu or exterior atut1s---X-.-l'nlenar tduds X
13. Si,e of 11)ud sill· X Bearingstuda X: -:_
1~. 51•• Dr firs~RoorJol.~x.......-S eeo~d 800' ioi"t.t .....:'ll'X _

Is, STAm ON FOLLOWlNG UNES rnsr WHAT yOU WANT TO DO::-'. "

..

..... ~-.~~-:~~~.. -----~----~-.~~~~-

" ----,---'---,------ ._-----;....----

:. ,.
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PERMIT FOR GROUND FLOOR PARTITIONS, 1936 (MAIN BLDG.)
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PERMIT FOR ALTERATIONS TO SOUTH AND WEST PARTY WALLS, 1937

.J'

• CI1Y OF LOS ANGELES •
DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY

BUILDING DIVISION

Application to Alter, Repair, Move or Demolish
,~~~tz:.:=c!!~1~;~:L~~!=-!~~:~~'.:!,~~.::~'~fOR~I:~·,:lJkr.::e:.!:~
,.411141., ~.h an "rflb, .. ,HIS 10 ., til. l:Iadlnlp ••• :Jltaal.JUlWllldl ,hili" 4wnrd ~fu-. fIIU= '.W lb. a.rd ...

.. , tfJlIl or ",.Q.,. to Uflt 1111 buU4iu. 01' 011\;..,drudur. Jlm.la ... albti!, G1 PI JIOI1l#p lIH1...",

b~ ::-:L1w~='a'fc::'r!tf: !Tw.:~:;.J::'" IlrUdvn QuaiD ."mII"" ...u, "rUG_ .........,.,tnd, ..... tll.lJ .. , IN' prtldll, .. , .ut. .,uu. ", Of ri.lJ~01 pll'..... *...dI. ~r.. utr 1I.~.4 III ''DIll

REMOVED FROM REMOVED TO

=.kwrtJan 1....:;!,JD....IIJ_..EJ'~:J.±-....J:A.\~~~cl:-.f..\e.....~J ..._...]_~_6.':..\o." rQ.o .. Jh~ _. ~"""'1

~~ 1 _ - _ _ _ _ _' _... Aif:~c.::..
•a .,.. waU llrM1a

=~:-l l .s.f.!..~.~d~..~ - , _ --- -"DeiiiiiY ..

1. Purpose of PRESENT bulldlng ••••~~_~..L. Families =...Rooms ..
la~RnJd .. n.AJ!l,rtalbltBIIh .. BolaSt'" .. 'olhnItllI'lJ ... )

2. Use of building AFTER alteration or mOvlng d~~~ Famllies ..-=•....Room ".

B. Own.r '''',., H ) ;~~!!~..!.~ ••j"-p..~~.,r?Jr..;:. " Phone. ..

4. Owner's Address .••......••.. _ _ _ _ , '" .
. .....'E'. Aloe,..~..JL State "A._"J/O pI> J>""~5. CcrtifiClited Arcbltecl. •.lm<., ...... J...~....__ ••.......-c:.:::::..:..Llcens. N.. .u -''!..:<.....Phon ...... ,.. ~;r.

6. LIcensed EDfliDBer C.~.:.N.~~~ =No, :~~ O~n., f/?...t~.!i;.1.
7. Contractor _ C..w. u: ~, ..,tL.;;f-._ Ll"' NI 6 A._. J'hon. ~ 0, ~l ~ /.
8. Contractor's Addr 1'+.:~ ..bf.: 6?,.~.d!;..<:':=-_ " _.................. .1"/' . fiJ.ift:,,·

{lr.~&::b~~.::£:,;'~~='.:JlSlf:.rm,~c:!} lQ lQ a r:
9. VALUATION OF PROPOSED WORK ~~:':'~f..,:!=-"""".::1', .. .1' , a.; "J"'" ..

10. :-l:tb;:d~.:e~~NOW} 'O'.~.~;:i';w:~;;iii;~·;;;;;;·;u:;;;;.;~·j'···~······ ·······"'4
11. SIze of existing buUdlnR .x. ....Number of atones high •..&: Hetgbe to hlgh.ae potnt. .

12. Class of bUUdlng...... =.t4, l4alerial of existillll' walls ..ar..~J.k.......Ext.rlor frameWGrk ..~~ ..
('WooforWldJ

Describe brielly and fully nil propo.ed consb:uctlon and work:. •

..........._b.9Ue.. ...p.""'*~J. ...~ .....s~.£dt.r:.~~dl.. ..~m.r..~.!-o>~.~ ..~

............. 1:: ...... ~.~~.~ .. A..(:l:!\.!:: ....!.IM.1k ..~ ...~ ..~ .......~ .a ,

:~::::!:::~~5~~~:;~:~;~~::=
.................. ··..···•·..··..·:·-·····Fiii·i;;··Appii;;;&~··;;;;Oih;;·sid·~··.;d·siB~..St.;·i;;;;;;;i··....··.._··..··..·· ..iOVER)

FOR DEPARTMENT USE ONLY
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PERMIT FOR ALTERATIONS TO WALLS, ENTRY, STORES (MAIN BLDG.)
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PERMIT FOR ALTERATIONS TO STOREFRONTS, 1938 (MAIN BLDG.)
(pagel o!~

_ ...... 08& IN![ on
INDBLIJILIl 1'IINOIL• anOFWS~~ •

DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY
BUILDING DIVISION

Application to Alter, Repair, Move or Demolish
....~~~~;Jr::!e~~u:=17.:.z~::l~~u:,f~~::=:=:
I~Wt.,. bctdr7 UhM ... .,. ..... ndt:tI'lld arrpIJcuI. "'w)Jfdt..~ ... 15.__ .flldJUcu niirtilt' JJl1G.... c:ur&1H

, PIs lift s::rut. phDtp &0' unl. lUI' hb4!4r c:r oUur .tnallnt Ihmlo 4awilttf. Of lUi, PQ'iloQ 1lut.oI •.;.o~.,gru:=r.~:::-~ ~ to"'U7 1nIn4luar a\ber.tnlrtuN Ihnln ... ..nt-'. err a1l1,..unlhlnoJ.

""U7~';"'~~Ti:~~, ~Jn'J.~~~:~u~"wt1P' DIP"Jhdu.!J:2. Lb_PmllIt1l1 .. dI" ".uD
... ," REMOVED FROM REMOVED TO

:1 1001. • •__ •__ LoL- ___._ - __ _.-_._ ..__ .__ ...._--
!l'rac:t.__ ••••_ _ .•_ _. __ _ Tract _•••_ .. .. .

~-I_2.J..L....\XLc::.~ f1.I:--.- ..-----.- ...-.--Jm.... Jf .. kr ... Il:rHI.
~~ I .-.-.-.-......--...-, ...... 2fa2Pa' ... Itrod)

=--:;.hIt I~Jl.2..UlS:r_~15..R..£l.aJ1.\Xu.L':(~- ......-_..--...._-_ --"'Dop~U=Iy.

1. Purpose of PRESENT buDding..$~~ti~....FamDles.. ..._...... .ROOlll8... __ ...
..... ~..a,ataat:Boau,JlobI,ftCZ7ctlta'~.)

2. Use of bundlng .AFl'ER a1I:era1iOD or moviDa'_.A!!l.L"".,,"-,_._ .._..FamUles.._.:. __ .RoIl1ll!..-.._ ..

S. Owner (Prl.. "'""'-1_ £H.LL.......6:.~ .. b SoT Q~E. Ph _

4. Owner's Ad~~J.a_J4 ..&.::t.AJ....... ._._ _._._ • _

. s, Certificated Architeetfial!.I1"" E H 1.UI:r..e.2.. ..~ N.@..L.5'll..phcn::[I,J...JI..:VJ ..
6. LlceJlled EDilae"" M O:~h,?:-:-----,._._~_~N...... •.....PhoD, .... _

7. Coulractor5nUI.OA2..D....CAL'dt.l~lI.f.S_U:K.._~N.4 f) a 9 Pbcn&.=I-..3.rL

8. Contractor'" Ad<lr=...!82~T....IXIJ1.sI:HM4T.e.I!L..AI..Y..D.___ i«: -uJ. /P.
~olIl&hor ............ ".E..~} "75.00. ....

9. VALUATIONOFPROPOSEDWORK 15=·E~:.w·..t::'.:; $.,.... ... =..
10. StalaIlow_ImlldblIllNOW} --------.--.- ...... -.

01110tand siveuseafach. ,~Bot.t. A»arl:raat.:r!rm.,_orUl DtharJnStP0")

11. SIze of existing bn¥fi"lr1! ..~...x.L.'-~...Number of .torIea blgb ...,6.....lI.ight to blgbest polnt.._ ..

12. C1BB!1of bttfldIDg_~terlal of existing walla.. ...Exterior :framework._ ..__ ..
(Wooden'S"'!)

Describe brieJl7 and :fuII.y all prop ... ed COIUIlraolioD aDd 'l'/01'k:

_Lti..$.I.8.L..L. hteW e.::r..Ii>...R..E.......E ..LO..b.I:r _ .._ .._ _. _ _..
...~....f1.:r:.&. u c.TU &..A.L.._c.r.tAM._li:E., .. _.._.._ _ _ ..~ _ ~ .
..."£i_~.l::!le:z..z..a J~ ..e".JS..&..~__. ...__ ..__ ..._._._._ _ _ __ _ ..·..
_•..A.I",\-..~ Q.t+_ .•S::c.6l-.a..IS.:t.....I..s.!J. ..QJ.......E.b.~ ..~.Iik~ _ _....__._._._

---jptZ: ..··..-:7¥·::-·~-~-..·-..--·..
{-,:--f-::c-f-;;:""".,.....-::FD1=·:-AppI:--:::;;..~.,;-;ther Si~i;p·s.zt;,;;;;t·-..-_....-LTovm)

FOR DEPARTMENT USE ONLY

..M :-'(,'i'/
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PERMIT FOR 3RD FLOOR PARTITIONS, 1936 (ANNEX)

• CITY OF LOS ANGELES (I
DEPAATM~T OF BUILDING AND SAFETY

BUILDING DIVISION

Application to Alter~ ~
1I~'1Ell=~!f!!:Jl=·'i.:~~=.,.&~~.·e~.ri~r~nC:,;vc:~t!'~~:r.s:::

c:m.I~ _"fUi 1m b..... 'i"Urn:i ~ ki lh IJD4trttpd .ppU~1 p' .~ch '~I "1In:::a" rn4lllo:u 111t1',ale Ill. a.cnSJ,

pJa;'. ': re.,:,:,.=••'-_Ii •.,."041:1. 07 .~., .mat .... &Jail"", .HJrlb or on, ,.",.u.a ,..."."~~i.w~'u.,.to au '11.7 .#IJ4J61 01' ... " '1nII\lmIII"mta iHrrlk4. Of .. ' ?lrUII'II th .. ,*,.
fmJtf UP .':t ,.a.~:;~~c~:a~g.~!f.:Ju't~ rfpl .r JIOI".. lfts fa, , •• pmom, 4f1ttfH4I. hI'

USE 1/lK: OR
IIID£LIDLE PEIICI!.

REMOVED FROM REMOVED TO
1iot.._.II.L_. ._~_~. .._ Lol.- __~._ _ ..._. __

·_.....a.ubdi:v:iaj.a~:r.th-~ ..D£._ ..~... ~ .._.~_. • ._

~act....m.R.IIL;!,~-= ...!l~d.a•.aI,;lIlt.Ill(...._ ..... Tract........_ .... ._._._._ .._.~. _
.f2"U.J •

~~J,orllo~ J ~ ..2a:e""'I~§Ji£!l!L.-.-....:.---'----.--.---l Appra .. U,
IDocM Hilla"" 1I1l48tndt CltJ' Eq{Ulcr.

W... Ioeat!DD· I u H II II

',tlrilDd\q. -- ..---- ..--.--.a;;.~~------- ,,",",17 •

. ~~ J -Bpr.f.rlg..S.fa:.e&.t..J1lllLl!~.d.i!a;y. ,
. ClaBS A store,' offio e and

1. Purpose of PRESENT buildlng ..._'*?J:~.!!.1!!!din~ ---FAIlIUles ....:...:...J!ooms...':"':_
., ......... r6aco.~ .. '8"...If •• ro""rtcrPQN.

~ Uae of building AFTER nlterntlQn or movlnlr Il!!ll!.L .--FnmllJos..':_:: .....:.Rooms.::...:::...

8. Ownlll'c .... , ...... , 131J j eke -RCUIlUl...IlJl.llltll.eJ:Jlial_RI11ld1n&...II.I4 Phm TR. '1091

4. Owner's "ddress...~.!LY!.d~.!&~!!!§L.__ __. _
6. CertifiCAtedArchltectHQl:gI1.n$a.lJ..a.k..Glam\lJl.a...-i~~: •• Na 813 Ph.. , TR '1091

~: IJcDlIlIedEngineer_-l!IU\Il~_ .... •__ .__._~~. N. Ph.. e _

'1. Colltrn.tor ..~...xona.Xat ft':!:.. n. - Ph.","- __ -e-r-

8: Conlraclor'D ",adrcllll"'--=-"-"'-_.._. __ --- O>~ ~
11. VALUATION OF PROPOSED WORK U:~·~.:>.J'\'."&'J;"'..:.~~~··...bm"'l $....~~~.2!._..

10.' ~!:tb.~~'.J:~~I:,d'0W}Qn.\I~19Ji1l_.A..~f/.rR. l\la.n.lJJLIIUj&!lUl.\IU.Q.;I,J.1g. ... _._.
. ... . . lleeJ'n..,noW \pubRlU",,-01'UJ'.U.P'lfPC!'t.

11•. Size of exllilinlr bulldlni!.9.l ....x..J·.tP.Numbor ot storie. hlgh..J..Uelcht to bigbest polnt....lli.Q'
12•. .eleaa of bulldlnc ....1!._._lItnt1!rlnl of oxlstlng wn\ls._~-*.~!!!L-E:ttcrior frnmeIVork._..AW.! ..

Doscrlbe prieDy IllIdfull7 nlll'lol'osed cClIlItruclion nnd work. " ... or 1

-,;.~Y.~!1.s: •.1l!!;r.li!:t.P.!\IW'.!l.J!.tru1!.",t;J.~:!-.l:lL:Q9.9!'..1:!l:fJwirea aa..JY.~wn .- ~!!
_.:.__ -!!.\£~!!.!. Dhal!f.I!!.••!!.LIL%If..~!!~l'.!!!!!H~._!2 ..!~!!...'!i~...!!!~__ .__
...:... ......!~!!.l_.e:.M!!!L!!!!!...l!~.~~..'!F_.!J!l1-!Lf?:!!.I\I; ..HI?,~:'_l2...I?,!!l:M!!~.!.... ..._.'."'_"'_

NOV·1S 1~3fj
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PERMIT FOR STORE FACADE ALTERATIONS, 1939 (MAIN BLDG.)

.:-'_._.
3

liB I!IIi 011 .
JNDa.mr.JI JPlNClIL'

Lot.._ _....................... Lol · .

Tract. _. __ _ _ _..................... Tracl.. _ .

~1ocaIIDD} .&L~ :d....~~.~: _..1
~~ J ; jjk;;;;.;;;.;;.;;;.; 'j' __ A~;:r.,~.=-~I}~~ ~~ , DeputY.

1. Purpose of PRESENT bUlldIDg ~_.;( .ef~ ...Families R.omB .
rlJ.l;oft. .... ul:ll.aLA»utranlBouH.l1oteJ.02'u'olbb'II~)

2. Us. of bundlDII' AFTER alteration or movlDg .Families .R.omB ..

B. Owner _ Z~.{,.~(ii..B..~.~ ...,$..:r.:.fi'..d. ..<f:. Phrm _

4. Owner's Address .._.&..t.:.e ~ t.::.!:.:e. r.:.rr.. !::[.7.:~ ..
5. Certifica1ed Architect 1/",,:..No. _ _ _ . ...Ph ••••.

~. LieeDlled EDsiDe~ ~7:~ ~ ~ ~:.;..t:NO.; ..;;~ ....Phon.. . ; __ : •

•• • Contmcl<>r _ ...~ ~ ..~.t.., .,!~ ...~ ...... NO'_..'£.~:Fh.,.. ~ £.7,-

8. Contractor's Add:ress..•..oj'.;;:.·'f!.:€. ..·..•..F.{..""'I·::~~'i?~~j~;;.,~··~~....·;:!..}· (0:" ~
9. VAWATION OF PROPOSED WORK a "' ..-- .. ;;:r,o;•.r.-...... , _.-">.. ..

11.,tpa .. , lbUIlD or "'...... L- t::...
10. buiIdlDJIIROW} 9/'..c~.(t!.l.. ':!!. .__ l. .t:. .

onlDtaDdaiveuseoleaih 1~.DoUJ.AI*f'I,&aIlDJ~r._azlJ'.IharJlOlPOl.)

11. Size of exlstiDg ~#.t-..x.: .NUmber of storiea hlrrh L....Helllbt to hlgheat polnt. ..
12. CI_ of hulldlnll'_ _ _Material of exlstllllr wallo .Exterlor framowork."i;.~;n;ii

Describe brie1ly IUId I 'II aU proposed CDllStrustlOD aJld work:

=:::::-.7L:-~.:::~;::~~=;:;:;;z:~:..~~=.:~;.;:.:~:;,~~::::=::::=::::::
_ _~ ~.!:J.i~= •.~.~ _'?~, ..I•.,.,.- ..,.;:;:::.:.::-- ..:.-- - .

-~ -..- -.-.- --- - -.- - " _................ . _ _ __ ._ _ .-_.__._----- -_ _-_ - _ _ _ .._-_ ..-_ - _._._ .

~iQ~~"li9ii:u:;~f~~~~~:;h·~~:f:.;.:.;:i;f.~iti¥.~~~:::~;:.
-. ~P')/,.:;;..

1
l .
.,
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CHANGE OF ADDRESS REQUEST, 1936 (MAIN BLDG.)

iT~:-~
)"

/
/

!

·l)l:.'l·AH.TMENT OF BUiLDING AND SAFETY

.' I' .//- 2. (I- . ..Los Angeles, 011if •..-;t./. ••_..;.._....193:.:.

lim. J• .T. BAOKUS,
SuperlJ:lt!\ndent of BuildIng.
Los AlIgllles, Calif,

.Dear Sir: • " '. '.
I here~y respectfully requeat the change of address on . . ~...

----- Bun~ "1 . ;t" . .... .EleQtrical.. .' . • ..,. 1/-,/,1-- :l .Hea .... - and Ventilating' PermIt No. 3.L.tf..Z_ ..-:-._...Issued .._...... .~.• , ..__..
·1oAUlS .t ._ . '.

Plllm!JIn~' . ~..., . . .' .'. " .'. . #- .:::.:""\.., . ..'
·~~~-2.~t··/If.:'?-~·..·-·....·:.:...--·-··..::...··:-·..-·:...~-..,...;-·-'-···......:. : .
~o.... ".•.__ ._:_ ...__ ..._ ..._.._..__ ._ ..._. __ ~ ......._ - ..__..... _ _ .

I f9t the follo:wjJ]greasons:
.' ~) Ohllllll'e on esme street;, if not from eastto west, or north to south, 'or vice Versa.

~. . ~ ) . Ohange from· one sb:eet to another p\;reetior corper lot.
(. ) Ohllllga becl\use of errnr on part of some city department. .
( ) Ohl\l1!te where charge iii mnda for extra Inspectiontr:ip of not less thnn 75 ceJ\ts.
NOriil~ ,!hbve conditionS for chllllge of address shall not be deemed to wliive any ~ec-

, '. tion tiles f:equiJ;ea 'by oriUnance; .nor to requite the Building aud Safety Depart-
ment to change '1111:1address exeept In justifiable cases. . .'

,Bespectfully, ../?jj? ...L, :

$Jp~~.L!...7JI~~;;t:'-'":':
Address ._. .:tYf'~-f..u¢?. r :----- ';::' /' .,·:fi~£~.~..~.....~-...-.-..

, Clerk.

~~:~.:~~~(IL.::il$.~i~:.~~d
, " Cblet Olerk. .: -7., " !...,;.'

.-" . ':

..
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ALEXANDRIA COMPLEX-NOMlNATION BffiLIOGRAPHY

Los Angeles Department of Building & Safety records

Los Angeles County Tax Assessor records

Los Angeles Time archives

Los Angeles Central Library

Los Angeles Central Library photo archives

Ancestry.com

Los Angeles Office of Historic Resources files

Parkinson Archives

Report by Teresa Grimes for Christopher A. Joseph & Associates, January 24,2006
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City of Los Angeles
Department of City Planning
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PROPERTY ADPRESSES

218 W5TH ST

ZIP CODES

90013

PIN Number

Lot/Parcel Area (Calculated)

Thomas Brothers Grid

Assessor Parcel No. (APN)

Tract

Map Reference

Block

Lot

Arb (Lot Cut Reference)

Map Sheet

RECENT ACTIVITY

CHC-20 13-1551-HCM

ENV-2013-1552-CE

CASE NUMBERS

CPC-2010-213-CA

CPC-2009-874-CDO-ZC

CPC-2008-4502-GPA

CPC-2005-361-CA

CPC-2005-1124-CA

CPC-2005-1122-CA

CPC-1986-606-GPC

ORD-180871

ORD-164307 -SA 1345

ZA-2006-1650-CUB

TT-62472-CC

ENV-2010-214-ND

ENV-2009-1487 -ND

ENV-2008-4505-ND

ENV-2006-1651-ND

ENV -2005-362-CE

ENV -2005-1244-CE

ENV-2005-1125-CE

ENV-2005-1123-CE

129A211 107

4,509.6 (sq ft)

PAGE 634 - GRID F4

5149034011

RESUBDIVISION OF A PORTION OF BLOCK 13 ORD'S SURVEY

DM 2145-54

None

LTB

None

129A211

Community Plan Area

Area Planning Commission

Neighborhood Council

Council District

Census Tract #

LADBS District Office

Central City

Central

Downtown Los Angeles

CD 14 - Jose Huizar

2073.01

Los Angeles Metro

Special Notes

Zoning

Zoning Information (ZI)

General Plan Land Use

General Plan Footnote(s)

Hillside Area (Zoning Code)

Baseline Hillside Ordinance

Baseline Mansionization Ordinance

Specific Plan Area

Special Land Use I Zoning

Design Review Board

Historic Preservation Review

Historic Preservation Overlay Zone

Other Historic Designations

Other Historic Survey Information

Mills Act Contract

POD - Pedestrian Oriented Districts

CDO - Community Design Overlay

NSO - Neighborhood Stabilization Overlay

Streetscape

Sign District

Adaptive Reuse Incentive Area

CRA - Community Redevelopment Agency

Central City Parking

Downtown Parking

None

[QjC5-4D-CDO

C5-4D

ZI-2385 Greater Downtown Housing Incentive Area

ZI-2374 LOS ANGELES STATE ENTERPRISE ZONE

ZI-2408 Broadway

Regional Center Commercial

Yes

No

No

No.

None

None

No

Yes

None

None

None

None

None

Broadway

No

No

No

Downtown Adaptive Reuse Incentive Area

City Center Redevelopment Project

Yes

Yes

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.



Building Line

500 Ft School Zone

500 Ft Park Zone

None

No

No

Assessor Parcel No. (APN)

Ownership (Assessor)

Owner1

Address

5149034011

CHELSEA BUILDING LLC C/O C/O DAVID MOSSIGHI

550 SHILL ST STE 980
LOS ANGELES CA 90013

Ownership (City Clerk)

Owner

Address

NABIZADEH, TAVOOS (ET AL)

216W5TH ST.
LOS ANGELES CA 90013

0.107 (ac)

1100 - Stores

$600,000

$1,150,000

08/30/12

$1,750,017

3264

94346

836-37

762-64

66

627090

523609

491876

485366

4378

3908

367

361485

3410

3311364

3286

3205

3120

299594

2973

2969

2913

2857

2352066

2209659

1942

1804724

1739

1737826-7

1737826-27

166

1508-9

1505,07

1478541-2

1408-12

1365

APN Area (Co. Public Works)*

Use Code

Assessed Land Val.

Assessed Improvement Val.

Last Owner Change

Last Sale Amount

Tax Rate Area

Deed Ref No. (City Clerk)

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(0) _ APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control. Benefit Assessment



1288313

1249820

1214

1136

Building 1

Year Built

Building Class

Number of Units

Number of Bedrooms

Number of Bathrooms

Building Square Footage

Building 2

Building 3

Building 4

Building 5

{For batch images only}

1906

BX
o
o
o
21,724.0 (sq ft)

No data for building 2

No data for building 3

No data for building 4

No data for building 5

CHELSEA BUILDING LLC
550 SHILL ST STE 980
LOS ANGELES CA 90013

NABlZADEH, TAVOOS (ET AL)
216W5TH ST.
LOS ANGELES CA 90013

Airport Hazard

Coastal Zone

Farmland

Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone

Fire District No. 1

Flood Zone

None

None

Area Not Mapped

No

Yes

None

Watercourse No

Hazardous Waste / Border Zone Properties No

Methane Hazard Site None

High Wind Velocity Areas No

Special Grading Area (BOE Basic Grid Map A- No
13372)

Oil Wells None

Active Fault Near-Source Zone

Nearest Fault (Distance in km)

Nearest Fault (Name)

Region

Fault Type

Slip Rate (mm/year)
Slip Geometry

Slip Type

Down Dip Width (km)

Rupture Top

Rupture Bottom

Dip Angle (degrees)

Maximum Magnitude

Alquist-Priolo Fault Zone

Landslide

Liquefaction

Tsunami Inundation Zone

1.291757

Puente Hills Blind Thrust

Los Angeles Blind Thrusts

B

0.7

Reverse

Moderately I Poorly Constrained

19

5

13

25

7.1

No

No

No

No

Business Improvement District

Renewal Community

HISTORIC DOWNTOWN LOS ANGELES

No

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
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Revitalization Zone

State Enterprise Zone

State Enterprise Zone Adjacency

Targeted Neighborhood Initiative

Central City

LOS ANGELES STATE ENTERPRISE ZONE

No

None

Police Information

Bureau

Division / Station

Reporting District

Fire Information

Division

Batallion

District / Fire Station

Red Flag Restricted Parking

Central

.Central

153

1

1
9

No

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.



CASE SUMMARIES
. Note: Information for case summaries is retrieved from the Planning Department's Plan Case Tracking System (PCTS) database.

Required Action(s):

Project Descriptions(s):

CA-CODE AMENDMENT

AN AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE 4.5 AND SECTION 16.05 OF ARTICLE 6.1 OF THE LOS ANGELES MUNICIPAL CODE (LAMC).
AND RELEVANT
SECTIONS OF THE LOS ANGELES ADMINISTRATIVE CODE. TO MODIFY THE AUTHORITY AND PROCEDURES FOR
EFFECTUATING A TRANSFER OF FLOOR AREA RIGHTS (TFAR) AND TO MAKE OTHER TECHNICAL CHANGES TO REFLECT
THE EXPIRATION OF THE AMENDED CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT REDEVELOPMENT
PROJECT AREA.

Required Action(s):

Project Descriptions(s):

CDO-COMMUNITY DESIGN OVERLAY DISTRICT

ZC-ZONE CHANGE

PROPOSED ESTABLISHMENT OF THE BROADWAY COMMUNITY DESIGN OVERLAY

GPA-GENERAL PLAN AMENDMENT

PLAN AMENDMENT. PLAN MAP AMENDMENT

Required Action(s):

Project Descriptions(s):

CA-CODE AMENDMENT

CODE AMENDMENT TO UPDATE RESIDENTIAL STANDARDS AND INCENTIVIZE HOUSING IN THE CENTRAL CITY AREA.

Required Action(s):

Project Descriptions(s):

Required Action(s): CA-CODE AMENDMENT

Project Descriptions(s): TO REQUIRE PROJECTS IN THE CENTRAL CITY COMMUNITY PLAN TO COMPLY WITH DESIGN AND STREETS CAPE
GUlpELINES

Required Action(s):

Project Descriptions(s):

CA-CODE AMENDMENT

INCENTIVES FOR HTE PRODUCTION OF AFFORDABLE AND WORKFORCE HOUSING IN THE CENTRAL CITY PLAN AREA

Required Action(s):

Project Descriptions(s):

GPC-GENERAL PLANIZONING CONSISTENCY (AB283)

GENERAL PLAN/ZONE CONCSISTENCY - CENTRAL CITY AREA - COMMUNITYWIDE ZONE CHANGES AND COMMUNITY PLAN
CHNAGES TO BRING THE ZONING INTO CONSISTENCY WITH THE COMMUNITY PLAN. INCLUDING CHANGESOF HEIGHT AS
NEEDED

Required Action(s):

Project Descriptions(s):

CUB-CONDITIONAL USE BEVERAGE (ALCOHOL)

CONDITIONAL USE TO PERMIT FULL LINES OFF SITE SALES OF ALCOHOL FOR A RITE AID.

Required Action(s):

Project Descriptions(s):

CC-CONDOMINIUM CONVERSION

Required Action(s):

Project Descriptions(s):

ND-NEGATIVE DECLARATION

AN AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE 4.5 AND SECTION 16.05 OF'"ARTICLE 6.1 OF THE LOS ANGELES MUNICIPAL CODE (LAMC).
AND RELEVANT
SECTIONS OF THE LOS ANGELES ADMINISTRATIVE CODE. TO MODIFY THE AUTHORITY AND PROCEDURES FOR
EFFECTUATING A TRANSFER OF FLOOR AREA RIGHTS (TFAR) AND TO MAKE OTHER TECHNICAL CHANGES TO REFLECT
THE EXPIRATION OF THE AMENDED CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT REDEVELOPMENT
PROJECT AREA.

Required Action(s):

Project Descriptions(s):

ND-NEGATIVE DECLARATION

PROPOSED ESTABLISHMENT OF THE BROADWAY COMMUNITY DESIGN OVERLAY

Required Action(s):

Project Descriptions(s):

ND-NEGATIVE DECLARATION

CONDITIONAL USE TO PERMIT FULL LINES OFF SITE SALES OF ALCOHOL FOR A RITE AID.

ND-NEGATIVE DECLARATION

PLAN AMENDMENT. PLAN MAP AMENDMENT

Required Action(s):

Project Descriptions(s):

~zli@~~Jf~~~f~~ill§~§:2Ei181~;1f[I~I;~{IiJ.m~iES1~
Required Action(s):

Project Descriptions(s):

CE-CATEGORICAL EXEMPTION

CODE AMENDMENT TO UPDATE RESIDENTIAL STANDARDS AND INCENTIVIZE HOUSING IN THE CENTRAL CITY AREA.

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details. please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control. Benefit Assessment.



iqulred Action(s): CE-CATEGORICAL EXEMPTION

oject Descriptions(s): TO REQUIRE PROJECTS IN THE CENTRAL CITY COMMUNITY PLAN TO COMPLY WITH DESIGN AND STREETSCAPE
GUIDELINES

iquired Action(s):

oject Descriptions(s):

CE-CATEGORICAL EXEMPTION

INCENTIVES FOR HTE PRODUCTION OF AFFORDABLE AND WORKFORCE HOUSING IN THE CENTRAL CITY PLAN AREA

A.TA NOT AVAILABLE
~D-180871
~D-164307-SA 1345

This report is subject to the terms and conditions as set forth on the website. For more details, please refer to the terms and conditions at zimas.lacity.org
(*) - APN Area is provided "as is" from the Los Angeles County's Public Works, Flood Control, Benefit Assessment.
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Case Number:
CHC-2013-1551-HCM
Declaration Letter Mailing List
MAILING DATE: Aug 12,2013

GISlFae Tsukamoto
City Hall, Room 825
Mail Stop 395

Council District 14
City Hall, Room 465
Mail Stop 223

Chelsea Building LLC
550 S. Hill St., Ste. 980
Los Angeles, CA 90013

Alexandria Housing Partners, LP
PO Box 880367
San Diego, CA 92108

Nick HadimlMaggie Wineland
6009 Washington Blvd.
Culver City, CA 90232

Yacoobian Entrerprises, Inc.
501 S. Spring St.
Los Angeles, CA 90013

Mitzi Mogul
1725 Wellington Rd.
Los Angeles, CA 90019

Ruben Islas, President & CEO
PO BOX 880367
San Diego, CA 92168

Jim Childs
2326 Scarff St .
Los Angeles, CA 90007


